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As 2020 draws to a close, we are all increasingly 
optimistic (as we must be) that 2021 will see a 
substantial return to domestic life as we once knew 
it, before this dreaded COVID-19 pandemic set 
everyone back on their heels. Whilst global travel 
may still be some way off, it is hoped that we will be 
much freer to cross our own borders, to congregate 
in socially meaningful numbers, and to start to turn 
the economic wheels of industry and business. 

Without doubt, 2020 has been one of the most 
challenging years in memory, at so many levels. 
I am pleased to say that, whilst it has not been 
without some pain and suffering, the Foundation 
will emerge ready to move forward in 2021 from a 
solid platform. The board and management have 
implemented some very difficult decisions over 
the preceding months to ensure that we have the 
human and financial resources necessary to build 
momentum going forward. 

Similarly, our team of dedicated committee 
volunteers and wellbeing officers have for the most 
part weathered the COVID-19 storm and are keen to 
resume local events and wellbeing visits, activities 
so crucial to our fundraising efforts, to maintain 
our presence and connection within the local rugby 
league communities, and ensuring we continue 
to connect with and support those individuals and 
families in need within it.

A number of successful events which have recently 
been held in Queensland and in NSW – golf days, 
race days and football lunches – after the enforced 
cancellation of so many previously, have made 
it clear that there is a real eagerness within the 
rugby league community for people to get out 
and about and enjoy the fellowship these events 
provide, which I am sure will flow through into the 

new year.  And I am most pleased to see some very 
early 2021 membership enrolments already arising 
from these events. Your continued support for the 
work of the Foundation and those we help through 
your annual membership subscription is critical 
to us and I look forward to another year of strong 
membership enrolment.

Unfortunately, I am not able (at the time of writing) 
to confirm the level or nature of future support for 
the Foundation from the NRL but remain confident, 
as previously reported, that they recognise the 
value of the Foundation’s role and effectiveness in 
supporting all in the rugby league community in 
need of a helping hand and that they will remain 
valued and committed partners. Delivering the 2020 
season and now the State of Origin series across 
the men’s and women’s games is a remarkable 
accomplishment and of course one which has 
understandably diverted a lot of the NRL’s attention 
and resources. I trust our time will now come too 
and I will be able to share some welcomed news 
with you very soon. 

Sadly, our inaugural and long-serving patron 
John Fahey passed away earlier this year. John 
was a wonderful servant and ambassador for 
the Foundation, and for rugby league, and his 
contribution and influence on the Men of League 
Foundation was enormous.   

I extend, on behalf of my fellow directors and our 
management team and staff, a safe and enjoyable 
Christmas and a prosperous New Year to all of our 
members, our volunteers and our wellbeing clients 
and I look forward to a COVID-free 2021.  Thank you 
again for all of your support during 2020.

FROM THE 

PROFESSOR THE 
HONOURABLE 
STEPHEN MARTIN

$2000
UP FOR GRABS EVERY WEEK

SUPPORT THE 
RUGBY LEAGUE FAMILY

JOIN THE
DRAW FOR

JUST $2

FUNDS SUPPORT
THOSE IN YOUR

COMMUNITY

A WINNER EACH
WEEK CLAIMS THE

$2000 PRIZE

JOIN OUR ONLINE LOTTERY TODAY

JOIN TODAY 
WWW.CLUB-DRAWS.COM/MENOFLEAGUE

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! GRAB A 6 PACK  
OF AUTUMN SHIRAZ  

FOR JUST $120 (RRP $168!)
USE THE CODE MOLFRED AT CHECKOUT

THANK YOU MEN OF LEAGUE MEMBERS FOR YOUR SUPPORT IN 2020.
We are committed to continuing our support of the 
Foundation by giving back on every wine purchase you make 
to help those in need in the rugby league community.
From all of us at Mortimers Wines, we wish you a safe and happy Christmas!
www.mortimerswines.com.au  Ph. (02) 6365 8513
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FEBRUARY 2021
7 Tweed District Annual General Meeting Kirra Beach Hotel (9am)

11 Sunshine Coast Kick-Off Club Mooloolaba Surf Club

19 Moreton Golf Day Redcliffe Golf Club

26 Brisbane Kick-Off Club Norths Devils Leagues Club

26 Mid North Coast Golf Day Forster-Tuncurry Golf Club

27 Mid North Coast Race Day Tuncurry

TBA Toowoomba Golf Day Middle Ridge Golf club

MARCH 2021
05 Gold Coast Internationals Dinner Burleigh Bears 

12 Tweed District ‘Farewell to Kirra’ Sports Lunch Kirra Beach Hotel (12pm)

TBA Southern Sydney Kick Off Club TBA

TBA Central Coast Bowls Day TBA

TBA Northern Rivers Greyhound Night Grafton

TBA Southern Sydney St George Lunch St George Leagues Club

TBA Western Sydney Bowls Day TBA
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NEW SOUTH WALES

Canberra Monaro
President:  Ernie Maclay
Secretary: Steven Troth 0407 182 410

Central Coast
President: Eddy Johnson
Secretary: Trevor Andrews 0412 694 857

Central West
President: John Lasker 02 6852 2477
Secretary: David Fitzgerald 02 6852 1488

Far South Coast
President: Colin Clarke 0412 764 740
Secretary: Sheldon Wykes 0408 649 611

Illawarra
President: Ian Bray 
Secretary: Gary Hart 0411 132 217

Macarthur/Sth Highlands
President: Andrew Hicks 0428 423 753
Secretary: Sue Dawson 0407 927 907

Mid North Coast
President: Brian Atherton 0427 523 818
Secretary: Kevin Rayment 0427 533 644

Mid West
President: Royce George 0408 635 011
Secretary: Deborah Mina 0423 744 757

New England
President: Lindsay Snell

Newcastle Hunter
President: Garry Leo 0400 421 767
Secretary: Peter Corcoran 0413 453 473

North Coast
President: Peter Barrett 0414 227 068
Secretary: Wendy Barrett 0419 894 432

North West
President: Don Pascoe 0477 132 456
Secretary: John Campbell 0408 421 065

Northern Rivers
President: Phil Chesham 0402 305 498
Secretary: Tony Cicchinelli 02 6621 3096

Northern Sydney
President: Trevor Bailey 0414 843 600
Secretary: Jim Phelan 0419 414 759

Penrith
President: Luke Goodwin 0450 830 412

Port Stephens
President: Chris Kelly 0418 652 857
Secretary: Peter Arnold 0404 872 018

Riverina
President: Kel Tilden 0457 319 700
Secretary: Stephen Lawler 0413 573 537

South Coast
President: Murry Conran 0407 318 343
Secretary: David Blunden 0412 869 814

Southern Monaro
President: Michael Sullivan 0427 584 999
Secretary: Georgia Jones 0420 348 610

Southern Sydney
President: Terry Hughes 0447 488 052
Secretary: Bruce Thompson 0419 475 465

Sydney Metro
President: Henry Morris OAM 0418 115 706
Secretary: Seamus O'Connell 0411 126 060

Tuggerah Lakes
President: Neville Glover 0403 011448
Secretary: Matt Smith 0407 924 188

Tweed District
President: Greg Hodge 0407 275 718
Secretary: Tom Cassin 0407 457 661

Upper Hunter
President: Paul Medd 0409 482 297
Secretary: Erica Edwards 0429 485 121

Western Region
President: Martin Cook 0414393703
Secretary: Ross Tighe 0428 289 324

Western Sydney
President: Steve Winbank 0412 280 162
Secretary: Garry O'Donnell 0418 699 257

QLD & AFFILIATED STATES
Brisbane
President: Ian Gatenby 07 3367 6002

Bundaberg District
President: Greg Pershouse 0414 484 911

Far North Queensland
President: John McAllister 0409 722 455
Secretary: Megan McAllister

Fraser Coast
President : Ian Ninnes 0402 750 840 
Secretary: Jeffrey Bacchi 0419 729 857

Gold Coast
President: Lloyd Evans 0439 979250 
Secretary: Ian Amos 0417 005 180

Gympie
President: Ross Groundwater 0408 825 466

Ipswich
President: Pat O’Doherty 0400 797 541
Secretary: Anthony Breeze 0417 927 449

Moreton
President: Peter Affleck 0414 445 630
Secretary: Terry Webb 0400 715 715

Roma
President: Owen Lingard 0400 496 507
Secretary: Lyle Cherry  0418 666 850

Sunshine Coast
President: Don Oxenham 0409 849 161
Secretary: Barry Marsden 0402 654 231

Toowoomba Region
President: Tony Coonan 0407 124 302
Secretary: Jackie Stephson 

Townsville
President: Mark Williams 0409 894 427
Secretary: Terry Feeney 0488 000 899

Victoria
President: Peter Foreman 0439 533 171
Secretary: Greg Warren 0412 368 078

Western Australia
President: James Sullivan 0414 733 083
Secretary: Justin Reid 0403 012 252

QLD STATE COMMITTEE
Chairman: Andrew Blucher 
Committee: Pete Psaltis, Tony Woodgate, Darryl 
Foster, Dan Whitmore, Peter McWhirter,  Shane 
Boyes , Peter Kane

YOUR MEN OF LEAGUE FOUNDATION

PLEASE CHECK THE EVENTS PAGE ON OUR WEBSITE AT MENOFLEAGUE.COM FOR UPDATES.
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2020 – THE YEAR IN REVIEW
As we approach the end of 2020 it is a salutary exercise to briefly 
look back at what was, by any reckoning, an extraordinarily 
difficult year. The impact of the protracted and still-present 
COVID-19 pandemic has had a profound impact on the way we 
live our personal and professional lives in Australia – and indeed 
across the globe. 

For the Men of League Foundation (and many like-charities), the 
impact was immediate and substantial. Whilst our membership 
enrolments remained fairly steady, the revenue we normally 
derive through our many local committee events across NSW and 
Queensland, and in Melbourne, was decimated. 

We are only just now seeing a cautious and in many ways still 
unpredictable return to the golf courses, bowling greens, 
racetracks and clubhouses which have traditionally hosted 
so many of our Men of League fundraising events. In NSW 
and Victoria those many leagues and community clubs which 
have supported us through the Club Grants Scheme or other 
donations, or sponsored fundraising lunches and committee 
events, had their doors closed for many months. It was similar in 
Queensland.

And the NRL had a huge challenge of its own to contend with, 
including the much-reported media negotiations and budget cuts, 
whilst moving heaven and earth to resume the 2020 NRL and 
WNRL competitions against incredible odds. 

Of course, this revenue is so critical to our purpose – to support 
the men, women and children of the rugby league community 
in necessitous circumstances. As the pandemic rolled on 
without any clear end in sight, and with increasingly restrictive 
mandated controls in place to manage public social interactions, 
the Foundation was forced to responsibly restructure its paid 

workforce and several valued employees were retrenched in the 
middle of the year.  

The restrictions on free and safe movement within the 
community also presented enormous challenges to our team of 
wellbeing volunteers. Online referral pathways and virtual visits 
soon became the norm but we look forward to resuming our 
program of home and hospital visits to those who need them the 
most. 

LOOKING FORWARD TO 2021
Still, the sun continues to rise every day and whilst we need to 
exercise some caution in regard to the COVID-19 threat, we are 
looking forward to a much more positive 2021 and beyond. Recent 
events conducted by a number of our committees, particularly 
our Queensland committees, have been most successful and 
enjoyed greatly by everyone attending, so it augurs well for a 
sooner-than-later return to our beloved golf days, race days and 
fundraising lunches. 

We are also most optimistic that several initiatives originally 
planned for 2020 can come to fruition in 2021, including our 2021 
membership campaign, with new and improved member packs 
and opportunity for the youngsters to get involved. 

As we all emerge from our COVID-19 ‘hibernation’, our volunteer 
committees will be resuming their wide range of popular 
events, including our regional Kick-Off Clubs to help connect 
members of the rugby league community through fellowship 
and entertainment. The 2021 ‘Crazy Sock’ campaign will build 
awareness and support for the great work the Foundation 
does at a local grass roots level to help support everyone who 
participates in the great game.

Our new online weekly Rugby League Family Lottery is a fun 

and affordable way to help support those in need within the rugby 
league community while earning the chance to win cash and other 
prizes. We are most mindful and appreciative of the great support 
we receive in particular from our gold and corporate members and 
will be introducing a few better opportunities to acknowledge their 
ongoing support in 2020.

Our wonderful wellbeing officers have continued to reach out 
to many in the rugby league community in need of support, 
particularly those suffering mental ill health and isolation during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. While much of this support has been via 
virtual visits under the circumstances, we are very much looking 
forward to re-establishing our wellbeing referral pathways in 2021 
through the local, regional and metropolitan rugby league clubs 
and their communities. 

We will also be undertaking a significant and, for many of us, 
a highly emotive exercise in 2021 – a brand review. Everyone 
absolutely respects the heritage and legacy of the Men of League 
Foundation from its creation in 2002 by Ron Coote, Jim Hall 
and Max Brown but it is a matter of fact that over the years the 
Foundation has evolved to support a much broader cohort of men, 
women and children involved in rugby league at all levels of the 
game.  

We need to ensure that we remain relevant to this broader 
group and that we do what we can to remove any barriers, real 
or perceived, to participation and support for the great work 
that the Foundation performs – from members of the rugby 
league community and from business and from corporate 
sponsors. We will be canvassing opinions and input from as wide 
a representative group as we can assemble to help us identify 

everything that is good about our current brand, and those things 
that could help us appeal to the many within the rugby league 
community who we are not yet touching.

As Ron Coote himself has stated, “I am immensely proud of the 
Men of League Foundation, which has been helping the men, 
women and children of the rugby league community for nearly 20 
years.  But things change over 20 years, including the rugby league 
community and Men of League needs to ensure it changes with 
the times too. And this might mean that we have to look at our 
brand, including the name of the organisation, to make sure we 
stay relevant to everyone we exist to support. I encourage everyone 
to participate in the surveys so that we can collect the research 
from as many people as possible, to inform our decision about our 
brand.”  

No matter the outcome, the underlying philosophy and values 
of the Foundation will endure. We are fundamentally a self-help 
organisation, reliant upon our wonderful volunteers to reach out 
to the rugby league community throughout Australia, to help raise 
the funds needed to support those in necessitous circumstances.

If you have a passion for the game and those who help deliver it on 
the playing fields across the country, please consider joining our 
army of dedicated volunteers within your local area – we welcome 
you all.

Thank you for your continued support through 2020 and I look 
forward to sharing the journey in 2021.

STEPHEN LOWNDES
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER  

Events are again being able to be staged. Here Paul Vautin, Mick Crocker and Scott Sattler discuss footy at the recent Brisbane golf day.

WE WILL 
ENDURE

A MESSAGE FROM 
THE CEO
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MAGIC MEMORIES 

NEIL CADIGAN
It was just almost four decades since they trod the hallow turf of 
the Sydney Cricket Ground as opponents as part of one of the great 
club rivalries of rugby league. Yet the mutual respect, the special 
memories and the awe they hold for what was once the home of 
the sport’s greatest clashes had not left 1982 Kangaroo tour mates 
Max Krilich and Eric Grothe.

Men of League Foundation bought the pair together as a reminder 
of what the game, and Sydney’s tribal competitiveness, was like 
back in the days when Manly or Parramatta were the centre of the 
core suburban rivalries in Sydney.

Both are local juniors and one-club men who between them won 
six grand finals – all at the ‘cricket ground’, famous for its ornate 
grandstands, vast spaces and flint-hard surface around its cricket 
pitch area.

Krilich waited a long time to become the regular first grade 
hooker for his beloved Sea Eagles. That included 119 reserve grade 
appearances despite being a precocious talent good enough to 
be chosen for City Seconds in 1973 from reserve grade (which he 
captained to a premiership) while club stalwart Fred Jones led 
Manly to their first two premierships in 1972-73.

He was the Harry Grant of his time but while the Storm hooker was 
essentially rented to Wests Tigers while he waited for Cameron 
Smith to move on, Krilich stayed loyal despite approaches from 
Penrith and North Sydney to defect to an instant top-grade future. 
It was his sixth season with the Eagles before he had a safe grip on 
what was then the number 12 hooker’s jersey.

Within three years he was captain, won two premierships in 1976 
and ’78 (as captain) - the year he became Test hooker. In 1982, he 
was skipper of Australia’s first undefeated Kangaroos in England 
and France, tagged ‘The Invincibles’.

He led his side through the bitter and often brutal rivalry with 
Western Suburbs, tagged the Fibros v Silvertails by the Magpies’ 
coach and master of motivation Roy Masters. It was sparked by an 
infamous brawling pre-season trial in Melbourne in ’78, Masters’ 
first season as Magpies mentor, that led to heated clashes every 
time the two sides collided.

That rivalry was more deep-seeded than Manly v Parramatta, but 
the Eels-Eagles dislike pre-dated it. After the Eels rose from the 
wooden spoon to semi-finalists in 1975, beating Manly to secure 
their first ever top-grade title (the Wills pre-season Cup) in March 
but seeing the Eagles end their miraculous run to the finals later 

that season. Manly beat the Eels 13-10 in the western Sydney club’s 
first grand final in 1976 and again knocked them out in 1978 in a 
controversial knock-out semi-final replay. 

Grothe moved into the fold during that period. He stamped himself 
as a star of the future in his first appearance at the SCG in 1977 
when, weeks after having been elevated from the junior ranks, he 
was brought up to under-23s and scored three incredible tries, 
which were to become his trademark, in the finals. The next year 
he scored 16 tries in 17 games before the troublesome knee that 
marred his career first came to light in ’79, his first grade debut 
season, forcing him out for three months.

What was more extraordinary at that time was how, with no salary 
cap, the wealthy clubs like Manly could stockpile top-shelf talent, 
as they did under the astute leadership of Ken Arthurson.

On the ’82 Kangaroo tour, Manly provided two hookers in Krilich 
and Ray Brown, ironically signed from arch-rival Wests with 
John Dorahy and Les Boyd. In the 1983 grand final, their second 
successive loss to the Eels, they had 18 internationals in their 
squad – with Test skipper of that year Krilich starting on the bench!

Parramatta turned the tide on their rivals. Manly beat them in the 
major semi-finals in 1982 (20-0) and ’83 (19-10) only for the Eels to 
convincingly win the match that mattered – 21-8 (’82) and 18-6.

“You’d look at their team on paper and think, ‘how are we going to 
beat these guys’,” admitted Grothe. “We knew they were buying 
the top players and tried to stack their side, and they were always 
tough games, but we had the wood on them in grand finals.”

Krilich countered: “We had the wood on Parramatta in the 
premiership games but they beat us in the grand final both times. 
They were like we were the late 70s – getting better with time and 
really hard to beat when it counted. 

“We’d become a powerhouse in the 70s with the astute Ken 
Arthurson putting together such a strong side. And that made the 
juniors like Terry Randall, Alan Thompson, Ian Martin, John Harvey 
and me into better players. 

“And the same thing happened at Parramatta in the 80s when the 
young juniors joined experienced players (like Ray Price, Michael 
Cronin, Ron Hilditch, Bob O’Reilly, Kevin Stevens and Arthur 
Beetson) and became a real force.

“I got to learn how good the likes of Brett Kenny, Steve Ella, Peter 
Sterling and Eric were on the ’82 Kangaroo tour.

“Brett Kenny is one of the best players I ever played with, and then 
there was Sterlo who was a champion. I didn’t realise how good a 
player Brett was until we went away in ’82; he was a skinny runt 
of a thing, very withdrawn and didn’t say too much but then this 
monster appeared on the field – a great talent with incredible 
skills.”

How deep was the dislike between the clubs?

“The rivalry? It wasn’t hatred … well I guess it was hatred, as far as 
competitiveness goes,” smiled Krilich. “I didn’t like Ray Price much 
in his early days in league but we got to know each other from 
touring with the Australian team and became quite good friends, 
and I understood him better.

“We had a real healthy respect for each other [as clubs] and got to 
know each other quite well from the rep teams.”

While Krilich played 215 first grade games and 13 Tests in a career 
that spanned 15 seasons, the anomaly with Grothe’s career – which 
sees him rated by many as the best winger there has been, at least 
just beside or behind Ken Irvine – is that ‘Guru’ Grothe only played 
eight Tests for Australia, nine State of Origin games for NSW (and 
152 first grade games over 11 seasons). And his often-injured left 
knee was the cause.

The best of his 78 tries for the Eels is regarded as being his 
40-metre classic at the SCG in a 1983 semi-final against 
Canterbury after he had beaten six defenders in a weaving run.

It's the place ‘The Guru’ calls “magical” and where his Eels 
teammates won the club’s first title in 1981, a day Grothe 
remembers vividly – from the bus ride from Parramatta sitting 
next to his brother Carl which was almost important to him as 
victory, to the pop-star like maddening reception at the leagues 
club afterwards.

“You’d walk into the Members Stand and it just felt special, looked 
special, smelled special,” he said. “Because of the history there, 
how many grand finals had been played there, as well as cricket 
Tests, it had this feeling about it.

“In my case, we were lucky enough to be successful there to so it 
became a bit of a home ground for us. It was the home of rugby 
league.

“But it was hard as a rock … although not as bad as North Sydney 
Oval.”

And the jagged hard dirt of the cricket pitch square held not so 
wonderful memories for Krilich too, who came through the Eagles’ 
ranks when the weekly Saturday clash of the round was played at 
the SCG until 1973.

“It was a fast ground and good to play on because of the 
atmosphere and history but you used to skirt around the cricket 
pitch because it was like playing on Pittwater Rd … there were a lot 
of jagged edges on the pitch or when it rained it was a bog,” Krilich 
recalled.

“Just imagine Guru running full pelt at you; he was a nightmare. 
Ken Irvine was the same. It was such a fast hard pitch with open 
spaces and players like them loved it. Bob Fulton loved playing 
there, he was a champion on a fast pitch.

“I remember when I first played there at 18 or 19 and it was such 
a privilege and an honour because you only got there for match of 
the day or finals back then; and the aura of the place never left me.

“You had the old stands with the green roofs, unfortunately only 
the Ladies Stand and Members Stand remain today. It was a 
magical place but on the standards of today it’s not built for rugby 
league, the fans are too far away.”

With the Sydney Football Stadium (Allianz Stadium), built in 1988, 
being redeveloped, the SCG has become an occasional NRL venue 
again and this year would have hosted its first grand final since 
1987 had the NSW Government not done an about face on the 
redevelopment at Homebush.

Yet it could never evoke the memories or status of prestige that 
players of yesteryear like Krilich and Grothe knew it for. Nor will 
those strictly suburban rivalries ever quite be the same. 

For those of us who lived through those times, it was indeed very 
special.

IT WAS SYDNEY’S MECCA FOR ALL THINGS SPECIAL IN RUGBY LEAGUE – THE SYDNEY CRICKET 
GROUND. TWO LEGENDS OF THE 70S-80S AND PERHAPS THE GREATEST CLUB RIVALRY OF THAT 

PERIOD, UNITED TO EMBRACE THE PLACE, THE PAST AND THEIR MUTUAL RESPECT.
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GOLF DAY 
Our national office in Sydney collaborated with the great people 
from Mates On A Mission to support each other in a difficult 
fundraising climate by creating a new annual golf event which 
was held for the first time on 30 October. Despite severe weather 
threats during the week, the sun shone brightly across the greens 
of the beautiful St Michaels Golf Club which sits atop cliffs on the 
eastern Sydney coastline in Little Bay.

Twenty enthusiastic groups participated in a two ball-Ambrose 
competition, with two players in each group of four representing 
their respective charity. All were vying for the inaugural Charity 
Cup which is a replica of the ‘auld mug’ made so famous by the 
British Open. 

Men of League Foundation had some fantastic support with 
Warren Smith and Cooper Cronk representing our good friends 
at Fox Sports while others to play included Peter Mortimer and 
Daniel Mortimer, Brett Kimmorley, Shane Rodney, Michael 
Hodgson, Robbie Farah and Sydney Swans legend Nick Davis. 

The 15th hole was hotly contested, with players vying to win a 75-
inch Samsung TV (thanks to Harvey Norman Commercial) for the 
longest drive. It was taken by Nick Davis after he struck a 315m 
beauty. 

The overall result came down to three teams all on net 58. After 
a count back, Cooper Cronk and Warren Smith finished runners-
up with Joel Latimer and Jason Angus from Mates On A Mission 
getting their hands on the prized mug.

Lunch was hosted by Fox Sports’ Tara Rushton, with a featured 
preview of State of Origin game one, discussed by a panel made 
up of Darryl Brohman, Robbie Farah, Cooper Cronk, Hannah 
Hollis and Warren Smith. Men of League and Mates On A Mission 
presented deeply moving stories which showcased the work each 
charity does in the community.  

Our video story recounted the harrowing experience of NSW South 
Coast dairy farmer and former Parramatta junior Tim Salway, who 
lost his father and brother during the devastating bushfires earlier 
this year.

The Men of League Foundation would like to extend a heartfelt 
thanks to Steve Crawley and the team at Fox Sports, Sharp, Daily 
Press, Mortimers Wines, Paladin and Brookvale Mazda for their 
generous support. A special thank you goes to Sam, George, Steve 
and Charlie at Mates On A Mission for their amazing efforts and 
support of our Foundation. We look forward to getting the cup back 
in 2021.

Earlier, the Foundation’s Queensland office hosted an extremely 
successful golf day at Brisbane Golf Club on 18 September. A full 
field of 100 players enjoyed the day, our first fundraising event in 
the state for over six months. 

CMBM Facility Services won the four-ball Ambrose event with 
a remarkable 61 off the stick and a net 51.875. Owner of the 
business and former Maroon Origin player, Mark Hohn, along with 
employee, Queensland legend Wally Fullerton-Smith, were part of 
the team.

Michael Littlewood, from the Monaghan Signs team, hit it to 18cm 
to take the nearest to the pin prize at the par three 7th - a year’s 
supply of car washes (one per month), kindly donated by Hoppy’s 
Car Wash. Second closest was former Maroons player and MC for 
the day, Scott Sattler, who finished 60cm from the hole. 

Hoppy’s co-owner and former Aussie cricket wicketkeeping legend 
Ian Healy spent 90 minutes on the tee, mingling with guests and 
hitting a shot for each team. Special guests Paul Vautin and Mick 
Crocker shared a few stories and provided plenty of laughs over 
lunch as part of the post-golf presentation. 

‘Fatty’ indicated to QRL chairman Bruce Hatcher that he would 
gladly coach the Maroons if required – he is still waiting for 
his call! And while he understands the commercial realities, 
he’s strongly of the view that all Origin matches should only be 
played in Queensland and NSW. “That’s what Origin is all about: 
Queensland and NSW. Why deprive fans from each side of the 
opportunity to watch their team live”? 

It was great to have BMD Group CEO  Scott Power play. BMD has 
been the major sponsor of the Foundation’s wellbeing program in 
Queensland for the past four years and have renewed for a further 
two. Their support is greatly valued.

Special thanks go to Hutchinson Builders, another event partner, 
who have been great supporters of local committee events in 
Toowoomba and Brisbane. It was terrific to have them involved in 
our state office-run event. 

And a big thank you also goes to our friends at CUB for their 
support, with plenty of Great Northern enjoyed across the day. 
Fundraising for the Foundation at the event exceeded expectations, 
which was so appreciated given the challenges created by 
COVID-19. 

We’ve already locked in the date for next year - Friday 21 May, 
which is back to its usual time slot.

Cricket legend Ian Healy with Anthony Monaghan, Chris Cash, John McKellar and Michael Littlewood.

Winners are grinners … the top team at Brisbane Golf Club from CMBM, (from left) Mark Hohn, Damien 
Cann, Wally Fullerton-Smith and John Gatland.

Best dressed Queensland team … Dan Whitmore, Peter Kane,  
Dave Sweeney and Michael Gray.

An entertaining panel – (from left) Cooper Cronk, Robbie Farah,  
Hannah Hollis and Darryl Brohman.

Style … former Aussie halfback  
Brett Kimmorley nails a drive.

Almost there … runners-up in Sydney,  
Fox Sports pair of Cooper Cronk and  
Warren Smith.
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JAMES PARKER

The stadium lights have long been dimmed and the loud cheering 
for football heroes has faded into the past. Their uniforms, once 
covered with grass stains, blood drippings and sweat, have been 
cleaned, neatly folded and sealed in cardboard boxes labelled 
‘career’. 

The only thing they meet now is dust. 

When the sporting podium they had been placed upon during often 
decade-long careers is pulled from beneath their feet, some of 
their supporters no longer support, instead turning a blind eye. 

However, there is one group that rushes over to help, one 
foundation that reaches out its hand. One of the hands that 
reaches out belongs to Warren Thompson, an inner Sydney-based 
wellbeing officer for the Men of League Foundation. 

Warren Thompson knows what it is like to have the limelight pulled 
away suddenly, having received a career ending injury in the pre-
season of 1971. 

“The tackle was like whiplash”, explained Warren of the incident. 
Two players who were defending their line, swung their arms 
in such a manner to hit him up high and in the abdomen, 
simultaneously. “It snapped me!” he exclaimed. 

He had come off the field and was told to sit on a table within the 
St George Dragons’ dressing room, so the doctor could check his 
condition. A week later, he was told, “Your neck vertebrae are 
pressing on your nerves” and that his career was over. 

The phrase ‘every man for himself’ is not in the Foundation’s 
vocabulary. When professional rugby league players have to retire 
from their much-loved passion, be it for injury, mental health, the 
toll on their bodies or age, it can become overwhelming. But the 
Foundation is there to lift them up, support and encourage them.

Today, if a player is hit in the neck or head during a game, a trainer 
will sprint onto the field to ensure that the injured player is safe to 
continue playing. After checking stability and speech, the trainer 
will signal for a Head Injury Assessment (HIA). Walking off the 
field, the player ends up in the locker rooms, just like Warren did. 
The trainer asks the player, “Where are we? What team are you 
playing? What half of the match is it?” and based on the answers 

received, the player’s capacity to return to the field is determined.

Dr Bianca De Wit, a researcher from the Department of Cognitive 
Science at Macquarie University, is focusing on the effect of 
concussions on rugby league players. She is working on a solution 
to protect players from future brain damage. Instead of testing 
based on questions that receive autonomous answers, her 
research tests the brain’s electrical responsiveness.

She believes that mateship is the ultimate goal to protecting 
sporting players. Dr De Wit says, “When I go out to clubs and I test, 
everyone goes, ‘Oh, what did you get?’ It’s a competition, and I 
think testing should not necessarily be fun, but there is this stigma 
that shouldn’t be there. If we can get to that point where it is more 
‘mates’ asking each other about their tests, it just becomes part of 
what you do.”

With advancements in head injury testing, more players will finish 
their careers due to age, rather than from injuries. In many ways, 
they will leave under healthier conditions, which Warren agrees 
would be beneficial.

Nowadays, smartly dressed in a dark navy polo shirt with an 
embossed gold emblem to the left of his chest inscribed ‘Men 
of League’, Warren would usually drive to one of the many 
appointments he has scattered throughout inner Sydney, with his 
objective to assist in the wellbeing of his mates. 

Warren says that some people would call the ex-players and 
families he meets, “patients”, but to him and to The Foundation, 
they are “mates”. “It’s not just for the Men of League”, Warren 
says, “It’s for the rugby league family. It’s for the ladies serving the 
pies and sauce in the canteen, the guy marking the white lines on 
the ground. It is not just for ex-players.” 
 
Warren often drives to intensive care units and special care 
facilities, where men who once had the bodies of Gods and were 
praised like heroes, now rest alongside family. The footy jumpers 
of their youth have been replaced by thin, pastel blue hospital 
gowns. Minds that once flowed without effort, now sit stationary 
and silent, waiting for the flood of memories that wellbeing officers 
bring. 

Warren says, “All you have to do is listen.” Even if just for a 
moment, these memories provide hope, happiness and joy. 

Warren recalls speaking with his old mate, Colin Beath, from 

MATES HELPING
WARREN THOMPSON IS TYPICAL OF OUR MANY PASSIONATE WELLBEING OFFICERS. COLIN 
BEATH AND CHARLI BEGHAUSER ARE TWO OF THE MANY WHO HAVE BENEFITTED FROM THE 

FOUNDATION’S CARE. THEIR HEARTWARMING STORIES HAVE GLADLY BEEN REPLICATED  
MANY-FOLD OVER OUR 18 YEARS IN OPERATION. 

Gooloogong, Central Western NSW (the same tiny town that 
produced Panthers legend Royce Simmons) who played for 
Eugowra. Colin has been diagnosed with Parkinson’s Disease. 
Warren has always wondered how Colin had been given the 
opportunity to play for the Rabbitohs, so he asked. This prompted 
Colin to tell his unusual story. 

A taxi driver pulled up to a garage in Mascot in 1970 and asked the 
attendant, “Hey mate, are you able to help fix my cab?”. His cab 
displayed ‘RSL taxi number 290’. Another mechanic tending the 
shop said, “Colin Beath can assist you”, and pointed towards the 
auto mechanic dressed in dark navy overalls, his hands covered in 
grease from tending to vehicles all day. 

“I can have a look”, replied Colin. But as Colin looked up to greet 
the driver, he blurted out, “I know who you are!” 

The man standing before him had won five premierships as a 
player, two as a coach, played 157 first grade games in the cardinal 
and myrtle of South Sydney. He had represented New South Wales, 
Queensland, captained the green and gold and was the then coach 
for the South Sydney Rabbitohs. In terms of clients for the day, 

he had just become first cab off the rank. Colin said, “You’re Clive 
Churchill.” Churchill said, “Are you related to (former Dragons Test 
second-rower) Barry Beath?”. “Yes, that’s my brother”, came the 
reply. 

The man, who would become one of the first four Immortals 11 
years later, asked if Colin played rugby league like his brother 
Barry, which resulted in a resounding “Yes!” Churchill then 
proposed, “How about having a run for us?” Without a moment’s 
hesitation, Colin said “Yes please.” 

Colin’s next game was playing in the cardinal and myrtle in the 
under-23s. He was given jumper number 44 and played alongside 
loyal club players Bob McMillan and Jeff Withers.

Through something as simple as a visit and a conversation 
with wellbeing officers, former players and their families are 
transported to memories of the past. It was as if Colin had left 
his age care facility, slipped into his cardinal and myrtle jersey 
with a white number 44 on his back, jogged down to the park, and 
took on his opponent again; if only in his mind. It provided the joy, 
happiness and humour to lift his spirits.

Charli Berghauser’s uncle Billy holds a sign showing her nickname and the number of days since surgery. BOTTOM LEFT: Charli’s sister Ruby, Fremantle 
Roosters junior president Mike Sekles and Charli (right). RIGHT: Charli on the charge for the Roosters.
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A strong friendship has formed between Warren Thompson, a Souths 
junior who played for the Rabbitohs, Bears and Dragons (47 first grade 
games), and Colin Beath. When Colin needs a helping hand, Warren 
provides the company to assist in whatever way he can. Recently, 
when Warren found himself in hospital, his phone vibrated and 
upon looking down, he had received a message from Colin, “Hey, Is 
everything alright, mate?”

Colin also recalls brilliant anecdotes from former Australian 
and premiership-winning five-eighth John ‘Bomber’ Peard, and 
memorable conversations with Alan Webb (Chelsea United), Colin 
Downing (Chelsea United), John Harris (wellbeing officer), Ken Vessey 
(wellbeing officer and Chelsea United), and the late Grahame Bowen 
(St George and Cronulla).

While recalling the stories of the lives that he helped to bless, 
Warren’s eyes lit up, and he said, “I got a text the other day, let me find 
it for you. It is about a girl named Charli.” 

Charli Berghauser, who was featured in issue #74 last year, was 
diagnosed with a Pineal brain tumour, which made her eyesight 
blurry and her focus unclear. Her parents were informed that they 
would need to raise a substantial amount of money for the life-
saving operation, the accommodation and the flights to Sydney 
from their home in rural Queensland. Through a telethon and other 
charity fundraisers, they were able to raise a large percentage of 
the money, but they were still short of the necessary goal. Men of 
League Foundation, aware that Charli was a passionate player for the 
Jimboomba Thunder, stepped in and provided the additional funds 
for the surgery, which greatly altered the plight of the enthusiastic 
youngster, who is now 11.

At bonus was that, 38 days after her brain surgery, Charli confidently 
led the Brisbane Broncos onto Suncorp Stadium and received a 
special visit from Queensland Maroons women’s team members Ali 
Brigginshaw and Meg Ward.  Warren said with quite some emotion, 
“Found the text. Her mother sent me this last week out of the blue. 
‘Warren, just wanted to check in and let you know that Charli is 
doing exceptionally well. We want to thank you and all the gang for 
everything you have done for us’.” 

Warren then received another update, this time a photograph which 
revealed the beaming smile of Charli. She was dressed in her training 
gear with a golden tick on her black footy boots, signifying that ‘just do 
it’ attitude. The photo was accompanied by a heartfelt message that 
said, “Her first training session in over two and a half years. Thank you 
for making this possible.”

Due to the current pandemic, the Foundation is unable to physically 
visit ‘old mates’ or even ‘young mates’ that require assistance, so it 
has implemented the virtual visitation program to help tackle this 
issue. Wellbeing officers reach out via Zoom, Facetime calls or just 
the general voice calls, and this is what Warren, and many others, 
have been doing.

Warren, still smartly dressed in his dark navy polo shirt, sits on 
his brown reclining chair which lives in his “man cave”. His wife is 
adamant that it isn’t a ‘man cave’, referring to the space as the family 
rumpus room. Behind the chair are framed memories of mates that 
stood by him during his toughest hardships, the same mates that he 
stands alongside today, during theirs. This tarnished padded mocha-
toned chair that he finds himself in, is the same brown recliner that he 
bought for his mother many years ago. It now lives at his place, in the 
room most special to his heart, becoming a sentimental throne with 
memories of his past.

Two plywood boxes rest on the floor, carefully balanced to become 
a side table for his coffee to perch upon. Leaning back in his chair, 
Warren Thompson dials the number to one of his ‘old mates’ and the 
phone begins to ring … on the other end of the phone, a voice smiles 
back, “Hey mate, it’s good to hear from you”. 

B T 5 0  F O R  T H E
R I D E  O F  A  L I F E T I M E !

TEST DRIVE THE

brookvalemazda.com.au

Ph: (02) 9939 7677

Colin Beath (left) and Warren Thompson.

Warren Thompson with John Peard. Both men provide their valuable time 
for wellbeing activities.
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JOHN FAHEY

NEIL CADIGAN 
Former NSW Premier John Fahey, who will remain 
forever in the nation’s memory for his jump for joy at the 
awarding of Sydney as the venue of the 2000 Olympics, 
attracted tributes from all sides of politics upon his death 
in September.

Yet it is his passion for rugby league, and assisting others, 
that provides the fondest memories for Foundation 
members as of one of its early driving forces.

Mr Fahey, the founding patron of Men of League 
Foundation who became an active director, died on 12 
September after a long fight with leukaemia, at the age of 
75.

His standing in the community is evident from his 17 years 
in parliament (12 years NSW, five years federal), including 
almost three years as NSW’s 38th Premier, from June 
1992 to April 1995, and his six years as president of the 
World Anti Doping Agency (WADA) from 2008.

The association with rugby league of the stylish looking 
man who was born in Wellington, New Zealand, and 
initially embraced rugby union and the All Blacks, went 
back to his growing up years at Picton in the NSW 
southern highlands after his parents emigrated to 
Australia. 

This included two seasons as a regular reserve grade 
forward with Canterbury-Bankstown in 1965-66 (he was 
Bulldogs’ patron from 1993 until his death), before heading 
back to bush footy while he studied law. He took on the 
captain-coach position at Camden before joining Oakdale 
as a player. He was good enough to be chosen for the 
Southern Division side in 1968 that included Test five-
eighth Tony Branson and future NRL coaches John Monie 
and Peter Louis (selected from the Central Coast).

After retiring from playing to concentrate on his 
profession as a lawyer and his family, Mr Fahey continued 
to serve the game in several positions including president 
of Group 6, president of the Camden Rams and a position 
on the Group 6 referees’ appointments board. In 2002, he 
was appointed as chair of the Australian Rugby League 
Development board, a position he held for a decade before 
the body was abandoned. 

As Finance Minister in the John Howard Liberal-National 
coalition government, John Fahey was also instrumental 
in providing funding which enabled the Newcastle Knights 
to pay off their debt for works carried out on their stadium, 
a measure that was instrumental in saving the club from 
financial ruin. He was also responsible for providing 
Federal Government funding for the building of Central 
Coast Stadium (planned to be North Sydney Bears’ 
permanent home) and funding for the major development 
of WIN Stadium in Wollongong, despite both electorates 
being held by Labor.

The Foundation’s founding father Ron Coote said that 
without the involvement of John Fahey the Foundation 
would not have grown and developed as well as it has over 
almost two decades.

“John loved rugby league and loved Men of League and 
had the ability to help so many people who came to him 
for advice,” he said.

“His input was always very valued and we often turned to 
him for his advice and guidance. He was just a very astute 
genuine person who could talk to people at the highest 
political level but also at basic footy level too. And a great 
friend.”

In an address to the annual Tom Brock lecture in Sydney 
in 2010, Fahey spoke with pride and passion about his 
association with Men of League Foundation. 

He said: “In 2001 I was asked by a teammate from my Bulldogs days, 
Jim Hall, and my good friend and Kangaroo legend, Ron Coote, to 
help establish the Men of League Foundation. I became, at inception, 
the patron of Men of League and later a director. It was an admirable 
and unique concept that has blossomed into an extraordinary 
success. It has reached out to thousands of league supporters and 
provided a link to reconnect them to the game. 

“Those who need financial help due to illness or other misfortune 
have found practical and financial support through a national 
network of committees. No other sport in this country has 
demonstrated the same level of care and thoughtfulness for its 
extended family that rugby league gives through this foundation. 

“Men of League has helped countless individuals who have rugby 
league in their veins. Few organisations that I have been associated 
with have given me the same level of personal satisfaction as Men of 
League.”

Former NSW premier Nick Greiner delivered stirring words of 
tribute at a state funeral granted by the NSW Government, albeit 
with attendees restricted because of COVID-19. 

He said Mr Fahey had an unusual background for a Liberal leader 
as an Irish Catholic New Zealander from a Labor-voting family. 
"Perhaps that is why we are celebrating a life of such clear values, 
such compassion and such a broad appeal across all segments of 
society," Mr Greiner said. “Quite truly, (he was) a man for others.”

It was in September 1993, when Fahey, the then NSW Premier, and 
Sydney’s Olympic bid group’s CEO Rod McGeoch leapt out of their 
chairs at an event in Monaco to announce the successful bid for the 
2000 Games ... and ‘Big John’ leapt into national prominence. He is 
recognised as being a driving force behind meeting the intricacies 
involved in wooing votes from the International Olympic Committee’s 
delegates. 

Hearing AOC president Juan Antonio Samaranch mutter, “the 
winner is ... Syderney” was one of his most special memories.

NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian paid tribute to John Fahey, 
recalling how he helped deliver major reforms for NSW, as Premier 
and previously as a senior member of Nick Greiner's government. 
She said:

“Under premier John Fahey's 
leadership, important achievements 
included the introduction of the 
Disability Services Act, the NSW 
Seniors Card and the first NSW 
minister for the status of women. 
As Minister for Industrial Relations, 
he led a major overhaul of NSW's 
industrial relations system."

FORMER NSW PREMIER JOHN FAHEY HAD A WONDERFUL FEEL FOR DIPLOMACY, 
POLITICS AND THE NEEDS OF OTHERS. HE ALSO HAD A GENUINE PASSION FOR 

RUGBY LEAGUE, AND MEN OF LEAGUE FOUNDATION.
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THE WINNEY 

BRIAN WINNEY WAS BORN TO BE A DRAGON DURING THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP ERA YET FOUND HIS 
FOOTY FUTURE IN THE NORTHERN BOUNDS OF BRISBANE WHERE HE HAS BECOME A LEGEND OF 
THE REDCLIFFE DOLPHINS.

STEVE RICKETTS
As sentimental as he is about his time at the great St George Dragons, 
Brian Winney has no regrets about his decision to quit Sydney Rugby 
League and make a new home at Redcliffe, where he is known to 
many as ‘Mr Football’.

Winney was born at Kogarah Hospital in the heart of the St George 
district and attended Kogarah Marist Brothers. His father, Martin was 
a much-loved local businessman who founded the Carlton Athletic 
Cricket Club. In Redcliffe’s catchment area, there is a football field 
named after Brian, at the home of the Narangba Rangers, a club he 
helped start.

Brian only ever wanted to play for St George, graduating to their 
senior ranks from Arncliffe Scots. He left the Dragons in 1966 because 
Test halfback Billy Smith was the incumbent, a decision Winney never 
regretted, given Smith remained a one-club man, and did not retire 
until 1977.

Now 75, Winney found his way to Redcliffe, via Parramatta and 
Wests in Sydney, after playing alongside another Test halfback Tom 
Raudonikis at Wests. Brian retired at the end of the 1976 season, 
having featured in two grand final losses with Redcliffe, under the 

coaching of yet another legendary number seven, Barry Muir.

Redcliffe, under the chairmanship of Bob Jones, CEO Tony Murphy 
and an astute board of directors, have hopes of becoming the next 
NRL franchise. If that happens, people like Brian Winney will not be 
forgotten in ensuing celebrations.

“The work Brian has done in our junior system - the number of hours 
he has put in - you can’t say enough about the man,” says Jones, who 
was hooker in the 1975 grand final with Winney the halfback.

Winney looks back at his time as a junior in Sydney, with as much 
fondness as he does his time as a paid first grader.

At one stage it seemed he might carve out a career in rugby union 
because for three seasons he played club rugby, as a centre, with 
Sylvania.

But league was his first love, from the time he played for Kogarah Marists 
five stone sevens at the Sydney Cricket Ground.

In 1962 he played centre in St George’s Jersey Flegg (under 18) team, 
in a curtain-raiser to a Sydney v Great Britain match, and the following 
year was back at the SCG in the President’s Cup (under-21) final against 
Souths, in a curtain-raiser to Australia’s Test clash with the Kiwis. 

Brian Winney (centre) supports Redcliffe teammate Chris Wellman at Redcliffe Showgrounds.

In 1964, Winney, who had switched to halfback, played President’s Cup 
before finishing the year in the third grade side coached by future Gold 
Coast Titans founding chairman Paul Broughton.

“Paul asked me to learn about the art of feeding scrums,” Winney 
said. “Terry Hayes, a former rugby union halfback, had the number 
seven jersey in the thirds and I asked him to help me. He said, ‘You 
realise we’re fighting for the same position,’ but he gave me a hand 
anyway.

“Parramatta beat us in the grand final. It was their first premiership 
in any (senior) grade. In ‘65, I played seven or eight games in reserve 
grade and got a premiership in the thirds.

“Billy Smith played centre with Reg Gasnier in the first grade grand 
final, with George Evans (who had sat on the bench for the Wallabies 
in four rugby union Tests) the halfback. Norm Provan (first grade 
captain-coach) said Billy would go to half in ‘66 and asked me to be 
patient.

“I sought a release but they knocked me back, so I went to the NSWRL 
to plead my case. They put a $400 transfer on me and St George 
reluctantly let me go. Saints had all three teams in grand finals in ‘65. 
I’m still in awe of the place. The culture at the club was amazing.

“My greatest mentor was my father and he knew someone at 
Parramatta, so (Eels secretary) Spencer O’Neill phoned me, and 
after I had a look at some of the blokes in their pack - Ron Lynch, Bill 
Rayner, Brian Hambly, Dick Thornett and Co. - I signed; plus (former 
Test halfback) Bobby Bugden was leaving for Newcastle.

“In 1966 I played reserve grade and in ‘67 I played reserves and 
firsts. In 1968 my father died. He was only 49. I couldn’t have wished 
for a better dad. He was a great family man and ran a successful 
wire-working, manufacturing business (E.S. Bryans) at Hurstville, 
employing 20 people. He also founded the Carlton Athletic Cricket 
Club, and (Test fast bowler and St George rugby league back) Ray 
Lindwall played for them for a short time.

“I got married (to Lorraine Cheal) in ‘68 and was happily working for 
a precious metals firm, a job which had some management aspects. 
Dad’s friends convinced me to take on his business, which I did, and 
without making excuses, it affected my football, so I gave the game 
away in 1970. It was a good business, but cheaper overseas imports 
meant it became unviable.”

It was inevitable Winney would return to football, and in 1971 he signed 
with Wests at the instigation of coach Ron Watson, who Brian had met 
one night at the Bulli Trots.

Raudonikis, 21, was Wests’ five-eighth in ‘71 and Winney first-choice 
halfback. Ken Stonestreet was Wests’ hooker and Winney regards 
him as the best striker for the ball he has seen.

In 1972, new Wests coach Don Parish moved Raudonikis into halfback 
after Wests had been told he was Test material, but as a halfback, 
not at five eighth. Winney is at pains to point out that he continued 
to receive strong support from Parish and was not bitter about his 
treatment. But he decided to make the move to Queensland. 

On arrival in Brisbane, Winney called into Lang Park and ran into 
Redcliffe secretary, Don McLennan.

“Lorraine and I had stayed a night at the Waltzing Matilda Motel at 
Redcliffe on our honeymoon and the bay outlook reminded us of 
the shores of Botany Bay,” Winney said. “I loved going to the trots 
at Harold Park with dad and Redcliffe was one of the few places in 
Queensland that had the trots. One of my idols, Barry Muir was coach. 
And Redcliffe’/s colours were red and white, like St George. 

“All the stars aligned.”

Muir was Australia’s halfback the day Winney played the President’s 
Cup final in 1963. A year earlier, Brian’s dad had given him a copy 
of Jack Pollard’s ‘This is Rugby League’, and a chapter on tackling 
(‘Bring That Man Down’) was written by Muir.

“I read that chapter every week, before a game, for the next few 
years,” Winney said. “Barry was an idol of mine, and like Billy 
Smith and Tom Raudonikis, was the absolute human definition of 
competitiveness. So, to have played at the same time as Billy and 
Tom, and then to be coached by Barry … it doesn’t get any better.”

Redcliffe were admitted to Brisbane’s first grade premiership in 
1960 and won their first title in 1965 with a 15-2 grand final victory 
over Valleys. Former Test forward, Henry Holloway as captain-coach 
and boasting Arthur Beetson and Kevin Yow Yeh, who would sign for 
Balmain, 

Redcliffe’s next grand final appearance was in 1973, with Winney at 
halfback and his five-eighth, Rob Cameron, who also had moved from 
Sydney (Manly-Warringah), looking for an opportunity. Redcliffe’s 
pack included Kiwi Test star, Robert Orchard (who had played for 
Queensland that year) and former Canterbury-Bankstown lock Ron 
Raper, who captained the team. Valleys, coached by Holloway, won 
15-7.

“The big turning point was a try-saving tackle by tall Valleys forward, 
John McCabe on Ron Carige, with Valleys only leading 10-7,” Winney 
recalls. “Ron was away but John, who was in back-play being treated 
for an injury, bundled him into touch in front of the Frank Burke Stand.

“The Brisbane competition was strong. Many of the players would 
hold their own with those in Sydney. Players like Orchard and (co-
prop) Bevan Bleakley were as tough as they come. I remember John 
Sattler (who played with Wests, and then Norths in Brisbane at the 
end of his Sydney career) speaking highly of the toughness of Bevan, 
who was a heavyweight boxer. 

Brian in his Parramatta days … pursuing Rabbitohs legend Ron Coote with Eels’ Test forward Ron Lynch in the background.
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“One day at Corbett Park, playing against Brothers, ‘Chips’ Harrington 
decked me, and Bevan came to my rescue. I’ll leave it at that.”

In 1974, Redcliffe failed to make the finals but were back in the grand 
final the following year against a Wests side coached by Ron Raper 
and boasting dual international Geoff Richardson at five-eighth, and 
future Kangaroo Greg Oliphant at halfback.

Wests won a classic decider 26-24, after leading 19-4 at half-time. 
Redcliffe five-eighth, Steve Williams (who would become a founding 
director of the Broncos) launched a bomb just before the full-time 
siren, in the hope of snatching victory. But thousands of spectators 
swarmed onto the field, with players colliding with young fans in 
the race for the ball. Referee Ian Smith had no option but to signal 
fulltime.

“I suppose our chances of winning were minimal but the ball was 
still in the air, so who knows,” Winney says. “I had hurt my shoulder 
and for the first and only time got needled by the doctor at half-time. 
It didn’t work. In the second half I passed to Steve Williams and the 
ball just dropped at his feet. We looked at each other, no doubt both 
thinking - what just happened? I was replaced by Geoff Russell and 
watched the rest of the game from the bench.”

On his retirement, Winney became a full-time assistant to McLennan 
at the football club, before taking on a sales job at Redcliffe Mitsubishi, 
where he worked for 25 years. But he never severed ties with 
Redcliffe, continuing as a coach and referee in the juniors, with Barry 
Muir presenting him with his coaching certificate. 

Winney was appointed juniors’ coaching director in 1980 and remained 
in the post until Redcliffe made it a paid, full-time role in 1992, 
employing Paul Bunn, who is now Melbourne Storm’s recruitment 
chief. Anthony Griffin, who will coach St George Illawarra next year, 
succeeded Bunn.

A life member of Redcliffe and Greater Brisbane Junior Rugby 
League, Winney co-ordinated the steering committee which formed 
the Narangba Rangers junior club in the Moreton Bay district.

Brian’s wife, Lorraine loves her football and has come out on top in a 
couple of Redcliffe Herald tipping competitions. Brian and Lorraine 
have three adult children, sons Ryan and Troy, and a daughter, 
Sharyn, who was a prominent dancer in musical theatre. There are 
four grandchildren.

Brian keeps in touch with Barry Muir and was present for the surprise 
80th birthday party thrown for the 25 Test veteran three years ago.

“There was a great roll-up and it was wonderful to see (Team of the 
Century hooker) Noel Kelly there,” Winney said. “When I played at 
Wests, Noel had finished but he still loved the Magpies and invited the 
entire club over to his place at Collaroy for a barbeque. It was the best 
team bonding session I have ever been to.”

Redcliffe knew how to bond. When their modest leagues club, 
managed by the legendary, Ian ‘Bunny’ Pearce, was located at the 
showgrounds, players were known to see the sun come up, as they 
demolished cartons of beer, under the big gum tree in the car park. 
Now they have a palatial leagues club, with 40,000 members, beside a 
magnificent stadium.

Redcliffe have been blessed to have had Winney involved for such a 
long time, given what might have been at his beloved St George where 
he was highly regarded when the club was notching a world record 11 
first grade premierships in a row.

In a third grade match for the Dragons in 1965, Winney scored two 
tries, one of them a solo effort, which club president, Len Kelly said, 
“Brought back memories of Albie McAndrew, who is still recognised 
as the smartest halfback to ever play with St George.”

Brian Winney today … a Redcliffe league institution.

ANDREW BLUCHER 

While COVID-19 didn’t allow the Men of League Foundation’s 
Queensland office to host its annual lunch this year, it was able to 
stage a highly successful ‘Origin Long Lunch’ at the Caxton Hotel on 
Wednesday 11 November as a pre-curser to Game Two played that 
night in Sydney.  

MC Evan ‘Banger’ Bancroft spent half an hour chatting with former 
Aussie wicketkeeper Ian Healy, who shared a variety of entertaining 
stories of his days in the Queensland Primary Schools league team, 
working as media manager for the Queensland Maroons in the early 
2000s, mixing it with the Waugh twins in cricket’s version of State of 
Origin and playing with the great Shane Warne.   

‘Banger’ then caught up with NSW’s Scott Hill and Queensland’s 
Mick Crocker who traded barbs about Origin, the old school Crocker 
relishing the idea of ‘bringing back the biff’.           

There were several notable guests in the room including former 
Test wingers Michael Hancock and Kerry Boustead, Men of League 
Foundation life members Darryl van der Velde and Greg Veivers, and 
former Wallaby captain Nathan Sharpe.  

The lunch, which attracted a capacity audience of 150, was a rare 
opportunity to get people out and about and raise much-needed 
funds for the Foundation after months of COVID-19 induced 
restrictions. 

Special thanks go to our host, the Caxton Hotel, and its beer partner 
XXXX for their support of the event, plus Queensland Men of League 
Foundation sponsors Angove Wines and Oakwood Hotel and 
Apartments for their generous contributions.         

ORIGIN LONG

Cricket legend Ian Healy is interviewed by MC Evan Bancroft.

 An attentive audience.

Long lunch crew … Andrew Blucher, Scott Hill, Roxanne Moates, Belinda 
Perry and Michael Crocker.
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STEVE RICKETTS

Lote Tuqiri had a decorated career in both rugby codes, playing 
in front of packed houses from Auckland to Cardiff and from 
Sydney to London.

But a campaign in which he played at relatively obscure 
grounds, in front of sometimes tiny crowds, remains one of his 
fondest memories.

It was the 2000 Rugby League World Cup in Britain and France 
with Tuqiri, then only 21, given the honour of captaining the 
country of his birth, Fiji.

He was one of a hundred or more Australian-based players 
recruited by 14 of the 16 teams, to bolster their ranks. Another 
dozen or so Aussies contracted to English clubs were also 
snapped up. Only Australia, England and France relied entirely 
on home talent with New Zealand controversially recruiting 
Queensland State of Origin star Tonie Carroll from the Broncos.
The World Cup came just four weeks after the Olympic 
Games in Sydney and was a brave attempt to spread the 
game’s wings, with matches played in many venues outside 
league’s traditional bases, with cities such as Belfast, Watford, 
Gloucester, Wrexham, Glasgow, Dublin, Edinburgh and Paris 
awarded the rights.

For Tuqiri’s Brisbane Broncos teammate Kevin Campion, whose 
grandfather was Irish, it was an unexpected chance to play 
in the Emerald Isle, in a team coached by a Kelly (of course) 
- Andy Kelly from Wakefield in England. The Irish even made 
the quarter-finals, where they put up a brave showing, before 
succumbing 26-16 to the might of England, at Headingley, 
Leeds.

Winger Brian Carney, a former Gaelic footballer from County 
Wicklow, was the only born and bred Irishman in the team.
“But most of the support staff were Irish and they instilled in 
us a hatred of the English,” Campion said. “Brian is a character 
and proved a wonderful tour guide, especially when we played 
in Dublin. But all the boys were great story tellers and it was a 
fantastic experience. 

“A lot of the players came from the North of England, but they 
had strong Irish backgrounds. Terry O’Connor was the captain 
and he was as tough as teak. My roomie was Chris Joynt from St 
Helens and he was so proud to represent Ireland.

“For me, it was a joy to be able to play alongside my former St 
George teammate David Barnhill again, and to also take the 
field with the likes of Luke Ricketson from the Roosters, and a 
young bloke from Norths in Brisbane, Liam Tallon. I also have 
French ancestry and I was sounded out by France before the 
tournament.

“I was chosen for Ireland from the Broncos and I’m actually 
a bit dirty I am not on the club’s roll of honour as one of their 
internationals. People might laugh, but we (Ireland) were 
actually a good side.”

Queensland Rugby League statewide competitions manager 
Dave Maiden had two British grandparents; one Welsh and one 
Scottish, and his mother was born in England. He opted for 
Scotland.

“It was a phenomenal experience,” he said. “The only bloke 
with a Scots accent was our manager. They had to select the 
team from Australia and England, because the only league in 
Scotland was at university or amateur level.

“It was great to be able to explore your ancestry and we were 

passionate about doing Scotland proud. We could belt out 
‘Flower of Scotland’ with the best of them and sang it with pride 
before every match. We were a bunch of misfits but showed 
plenty of ticker.”

While Ireland won all three of their pool matches, the Scots 
failed to record a victory, although they came close against 
Aotearoa Maori, going down 17-16 in Glasgow, with Maiden, 
a centre, scoring a try. The next match was against Ireland 
in Dublin, with the home team winning 18-6 after the score 
was only 10-6 at half-time. Samoa won the third match 20-12 
in Edinburgh, with former Queensland Origin player Adrian 
Vowles one of Scotland’s try-scorers. Maiden and Vowles played 
with North Queensland Cowboys in their inaugural season in 
1995 and were playing in England in 2000, Maiden for Hull and 
Vowles at Castleford. Maiden presented Scottish players with 
their jerseys ahead of the World Cup in Australia in 2017.
Another former Cowboy, Kris Tassell, played centre for Wales 
and scored a try in the Welsh team’s brave 46-22 loss to 
Australia in a semi-final at Huddersfield, with the Welsh having 
led 20-14 at half-time.

“My grandfather was coalminer in Wales and it was wonderful 
to represent him and his family in the tournament,” said 
Tassell, who was contracted to Salford in England in 2000.
Cairns Brothers product Craig Cygler played for Russia under 
the grandparent rule and has since visited Leningrad (Saint 
Petersburg) where his father’s family came from.

Current Parramatta coach Brad Arthur was in charge of Cairns 
Brothers in 2000 and knew of Cygler’s Russian heritage so, 
through International Federation official Tas Baitieri, Arthur 
was able to arrange for Cygler to meet with Russian officials, 
who were on a scouting trip in Wollongong.

“They put me through strength and skills tests and wanted to 
know what it meant for me to play for my country of heritage,” 
Cygler said. “The biggest issue I found, when I went into camp 
with the team, was the language barrier. The coach (Eugene 
Klebanov) didn’t speak English but we had a manager who had 
lived in the US and he would translate. The Russian boys were 
gym fit but obviously were raw when it came to league skills.”
Cygler played against Fiji at Barrow and England at St Helens 
but a shoulder injury ruled him out of the match against 
Australia in Hull, which Australia won 110-4. Russia’s try was 
scored by Matthew Donovan from Wests in Sydney, who ran 
onto a grubber kick from Redcliffe forward Robert ‘Berty’ 
Campbell. Roosters forward Ian Rubin was captain of the squad 
which included 17 born and bred Russian players, 16 of them 
who were playing domestic football, with one (five-eighth, 
Andrei Olar) playing for Toulouse in France.

“We were paid by the manager in American dollars,” Cygler 
said. “He had this wad of cash and he would dish out $100 bills 
like he was playing cards.”

Cygler retired after the World Cup but midway through 2001, 
Brad Arthur convinced him to lace on the boots again. As 
managing director of Cairns based national company, NQPetro 
(petrol products), Cygler has sponsored Brothers and also 
Queensland Cup club Northern Pride in recent years.

For Tuqiri, the 2000 World Cup was the launching pad to his 
representative career. Under the coaching of former Australian 
coach Don Furner, Tuqiri, playing at fullback, proved the star 
of the Fijian side, the highlight being a magnificent try against 
Australia at Gateshead when he went head-to-head with 
Broncos’ teammate Darren Lockyer.

“There’s no other player in Australia who can do what this 
fellow can do,” said Furner. “I’d like to have his future.”

WORLD 

THE 2000 WORLD CUP IN BRITAIN AND FRANCE WAS THE CATALYST FOR CHANGING 
THE FACE OF RUGBY LEAGUE INTERNATIONALLY, WITH PLAYERS FROM AUSTRALIA 
AND ENGLAND REPRESENTING PACIFIC AND EUROPEAN NATIONS, COMBINING WITH 
AMATEURS. AS WE APPROACH THE 2021 CUP NEXT YEAR, CERTAIN TO BE THE MOST 
COMPETITIVE EVER, IT’S APPROPRIATE TO LOOK BACK ON HOW IT WAS 20 YEARS AGO.

Queensland Rugby League statewide competitions 
manager Dave Maiden in the Scottish jersey he 

proudly wore in 2000 and holding the framed cap 
each player is presented on their international 

debut.
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In 2001, Tuqiri made his Queensland Origin debut alongside 
Campion and a host of other newcomers chosen by Wayne 
Bennett, who had been returned as Queensland coach 
following New South Wales’ convincing series win in 2000. 
Tuqiri also made his Test debut for Australia in 2001.

Tuqiri, whose family had moved to Australia from Fiji when he 
was only three, was recruited by the Broncos after he played 
under-16s for Brothers St Paul’s, now Logan Brothers. He was 
named Broncos’ rookie of the year in 1999 and in 2000 played 
26 games, scoring 18 tries, including the first in the 18-6 grand 
final win over the Roosters.

He rates 2001 his best year at the Broncos on the back of that 
premiership and the World Cup.

“I remember not being too fazed about the opposition player 
I was up against because I just had supreme confidence in 
myself, and the boys around me, doing their job,” he said. “I 
was proud to represent Fiji but I always wanted to play Origin 
and represent Australia.”

Tuqiri’s Broncos’ teammate Carroll was born in Christchurch 
and put his hand up for the Kiwis. He scored a try in New 
Zealand’s 40-12 loss to Australia in the World Cup final at Old 
Trafford, Manchester.

Four years later he was playing for Australia against the Kiwis 
in Auckland with local fans dubbing him a traitor. He was the 
first man since Bill Kelly, in 1914, to represent Australia and 
New Zealand in rugby league.

“Growing up in Australia, I wanted to play Origin for 
Queensland and that meant being available for Australia,” he 
said. “I was only given dispensation for the 2000 World Cup 

after I didn’t make the Australian side. And I still had a New 
Zealand passport.

“I loved seeing both sides. The New Zealand aspect was so 
family oriented and that’s the Kiwi way. If you did anything, the 
families were involved.

“When I played for Australia - maybe because a few of the 
guys didn’t think I deserved to be there - it was hard to break 
into the group. There were a lot of egos but we broke that 
down and moved on.”

Ironically, the World Cup probably hastened the defection of 
several Australian stars to rugby union, most notably Wendell 
Sailor and Mat Rogers in 2002, followed by Tuqiri in 2003.
With such easy victories in the World Cup, and with crowds 
often struggling to reach the five-figure mark, Sailor and 
Rogers were looking for fresh challenges at international level 
and the Wallabies always played in front of packed houses in 
the UK, Ireland and France.

Being Fijian, union was in Tuqiri’s blood and he played 67 
Tests for the Wallabies before returning to league in 2010, 
when he again broke into the Australian team.

OTHER WELL-KNOWN AUSSIE COMPETITION-
BASED PLAYERS WHO COMPETED FOR OTHER 
NATIONS IN THE 2000 SERIES INCLUDED 
WILLIE MASON, BRENT KITE (TONGA); MONTY 
BETHAM, JOE GALUVAO, FRANK PULETUA 
(SAMOA); ADRIAN LAM, MARCUS BAI (PNG); 
HAZEM EL MASRI (LEBANON); DANNY WILLIAMS 
(IRELAND); SCOTT LOGAN AND GRAHAM MACKAY 

TEAMS AT THE  
2000 WORLD 

CUP
Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, 
France, England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland, 
Lebanon, Cook Islands, Samoa, Fiji, Tonga, 

Russia, South Africa, Aotearoa Maori. 

The Lebanese team, coached by John Elias, 
was made up entirely of Australian based 

players, with Immortal, Arthur Beetson, as an 
assistant coach. 

Other Australians to coach in the tournament 
were Bob Bennett (Papua New Guinea), 

Murray Hurst (Tonga), Shaun McRae 
(Scotland) and Don Furner (Fiji).

ROXANNE MOATES

On 2 December, I will proudly celebrate my one-year 
anniversary with the Foundation. If anyone had tried to tell 
me, when I came on board, the challenges and changes 
2020 would bring I wouldn’t have believed them. Yet here 
we are. If there is one thing that the past seven months has 
proven to me time and time again, it is that our core goal 
as a Foundation - to care for the men, women and children 
of the rugby league community - remains central to all 
of the decision-making processes impacting day to day 
operations.

In response to the restrictions imposed due to the global 
COVID-19 pandemic, the wellbeing team commenced 
a ‘virtual visitation’ program initiative with the theme 
‘physically distant, socially connected’. By taking ‘visits’ 
online via Facetime and Zoom, and replacing face to face 
visits with phone calls, we could continue to provide social 
and emotional support to those within our community 
who were deemed high risk due to the pandemic, and 
who were experiencing additional layers of isolation due 
to restrictions placed on visits to hospitals, aged care and 
nursing facilities and private homes. 
It has been rewarding to be able to provide opportunities 
for recipients and wellbeing officers alike to continue 
to experience a sense of connectedness throughout 
otherwise uncertain times. 

As restrictions begin to ease across Australia and where 
it is appropriate to do so, face to face visitation will 

recommence, as will a number of Foundation events. It 
has been fantastic to attend Men of League Foundation 
functions in and around Brisbane, including the 
Toowoomba bowls day, Redcliffe Kick-Off Club, Ipswich 
Origin lunch, Caxton long lunch and the Dalby golf day. 
These events not only allow members and supporters 
to come together to share our love of the great game of 
rugby league but also provide the opportunity to remind 
everyone of the importance of raising awareness of our 
wellbeing activities. Ensuring that whatever challenges and 
setbacks our community face, whether it be illness, injury, 
financial, grief, loss or related to mental health concerns, 
the Foundation ensures that these challenges do not have 
to be faced alone. I look forward to the borders officially 
opening so that I can head south to attend functions in 
metropolitan and regional New South Wales, as well as 
Victoria.

I wish to thank all of our committees, members and 
sponsors for the continued support during these very 
uncertain times, with a special mention to BMD who 
sponsor our wellbeing program in Queensland. Without 
your continued support we wouldn’t be able to give back to 
those in our rugby league community who find themselves 
facing trying times. To all our members, please don’t 
hesitate to contact your local wellbeing officer, or myself 
directly, should you or someone that you know need 
assistance. 

I look forward to all that 2021 has to bring and hope I get to 
meet you on my travels sometime soon.

FROM OUR 

Catching up … Roxanne Moates interviews Carl Webb at the Dalby golf 
day. The former Origin star unfortunately has motor neurone disease.

Virtual meeting … wellbeing officers have been able to keep in contact online via Zoom.

Lote Tuqui, circa 2000, playing for the Broncos weeks before becoming the 
Fijian captain at age 21 in the World Cup.

In 2014, well after returning from a long stint in rugby union, he donned the 
Fijian jersey again, against Samoa.



WALLY LEWIS: MY LIFE 

STEVE HADDAN

Wally Lewis is the best footballer I’ve ever seen. On rugby 
league’s biggest stage, State of Origin, no-one got close. In 
clutch situations, if ‘The King’ was in the saddle, Queensland 
was always a chance. 

His is a most remarkable story. How did a larrikin kid from 
dusty Cannon Hill in Brisbane’s south-east come to captivate 
the hearts and minds of Queenslanders so entirely that he 
changed the way they felt about themselves?

Timing had much to do with it. When Wally Lewis arrived on the 
scene, Queensland had become used to losing. We needed a 
hero. Harnessing the fiercest desire, Wally pushed back. In the 
11 years after his Origin debut in 1980, this audaciously talented 
athlete led Queensland to victory after victory. We have never 
walked taller. 

My generation, the baby boomers, will always say he’s the best. 
That’s why we called him The King. But how does he stack up 
against the best of the modern era? 

In 2015, when Johnathan Thurston was poised to equal Wally’s 
record of 31 Origin appearances, The Courier-Mail published 
a statistical breakdown of their respective records – metres 
run, kicking metres, line breaks, offloads etc. Compiled by 
Fox Sports Lab, the information, noted reporter Peter Badel, 
“provides a compelling insight into Lewis’s brilliance. It seems 
unfathomable, but he blows Thurston off the park.” This 
information is used not to diminish Thurston’s remarkable 
service to Queensland but reinforce just how good Wally was. 
As a long term friend and colleague, I have observed from 
close range the effect Wally has on people, which developed 
this deep affection for Queensland’s enduring folk hero. No-
one captivates a crowd like The King. He remains, in this part of 
the world at least, a bona fide superstar, with all the trappings 
that entails. Walking with him from the car park to the media 
entrance at ANZ Stadium on an Origin night might involve up 
to 50 stoppages for photos or greetings, even from New South 
Wales fans! It’s impossible too to overstate the leviathan 
contribution he makes to any number of charities he supports. 
Here’s a bloke made a Member of the Order of Australia in 
1987, the 38th legend of Australian Sport at the Sport Australia 
Hall of Fame, made a rugby league Immortal in 1999, a 
member of the Australian and Queensland teams of the century 
in 2008, 34 Tests for Australia, 30 times an Origin captain of 
Queensland, Origin’s player of the series award is named in his 
honour, his statue is the favoured meeting place at Suncorp 
Stadium - and you wouldn’t meet a more humble, gracious, 
polite and generous individual, who at times can even seem a 
little unsure of himself.  

In this book, available in major book outlets, Wally gives a 
personal in-depth account – written in his own words – of the 
incredible ride he and fellow Maroons heroes of the 80s provides 
for the whole state of Queensland and lifted the spirits of every 
demographic in every corner of the state. 

Spending one-on-one time and getting to learn more about the 
how, what and why of Wally Lewis has been the most incredible 
privilege imaginable for this rugby league nut. WALLY LEWIS: My 
Life has been a complex undertaking accessing the talents of a 
team of rugby league artisans dedicated to telling a story fit for 
a king. Spectacular too is exclusive access to the vast archive of 
memorabilia and photos retained by the Lewis family.  

LEAGUE ON SUNDAY, WORK ON 
MONDAY
It is the perfect Christmas gift for the avid league follower with 
a respect for the game’s history … and how it used to be before 
full-time professionalism took over in the 1990s.

We have three of this high quality book, that contains some 
classic photographic memories, to give away (see below) and 
place in members’ Christmas stockings free of charge, while 
others can take advantage of a special discount offer exclusive 
to our members.

‘League on Sunday, Work on Monday’ is a celebration of a 
golden era of rugby league. The three decades between 1965 
and 1995 saw the game go from strength to strength in this 
country with the Kangaroos becoming the undisputed world 
champions and the expanded Australian club competition the 
toughest and most competitive in the world.

From the historic 1965 grand final, with fans sitting on the 
grandstand rooftops, to the advent of the Super League war 
in 1995; it was a time of champion teams, classic matches and 
wonderful characters … semi-professional players who turned 
out for their clubs on the weekend, sometimes achieving the 
impossible on the rugby league field, but then went to work on 
Monday. 

All the great names like Raper, Langlands, Fulton, Coote, 
McCarthy, Raudonikis, Meninga, Cronin, Price and Mortimer 
are celebrated in this wonderful book which covers the great 

grand finals, State of Origin matches and Test matches. 
Predominantly, the pages of this great book show the blood, 
sweat and tears shed in rugby league ‘clubland’ – week in and 
week out, year after year, and supported by thousands of loyal 
supporters in suburban grounds around the country.  

Tony Loxley, Ian Collis and Alan Whiticker have combined their 
decades’ experience to publish a unique book that reflects that 
wonderful era. With hundreds of never-before-seen photos and 
rare memorabilia, this quality hardcover book will evoke many 
memories from a bygone era of the greatest game of all.  

“The pages in this book have been like scouring a cherished 
family photo album,” says Fox Sports commentator Andrew 
Voss, a man with a keen eye for history and detail. This lavish, 
392 page hard-bound, full gloss book is illustrated with over 
1000 images including some of the greatest photography in the 
game's history, memorabilia and other items of interest.

Essential stats, player profiles and long-forgotten football 
match and the characters who graced the fields are also 
featured along with key moments in the game during this 
period. Aspects of the game that are now gone - footy cards, 
the pre-season competition and midweek Cups on TV - also find 
their place alongside the great names of the era. The brilliant 
photos will vividly recall so many grand memories.

If you would like to buy the book, ideal as a Christmas gift, go to 
fullthrottlepublishing.com.au and click on the book cover image 
on the home page. When you have ordered the book and go to 
the PAY button and enter in the discount code ‘menofleague’. 
This gives you a $15 discount off the recommended retail price 
of $69.95 plus postage.

MORE THAN JUST A GAME
Tony Price has been writing rugby league history since 2010 and 
in that time has written 10 books and produced 37 magazines 
with a focus on rugby league in Queensland. 

He is ‘old school’ and loves writing about the champion teams 
and champion players of the past. His latest book ‘More 
than Just a Game’ is a 380-page history of rugby league in 
Queensland. The book has hard cover with dust jacket and 
contains more than 500 photos, many never seen before.

He loves regional rugby league and while there are hundreds 
of photos about Australian, Queensland and Queensland based 
NRL teams there are also many regional representative team 
photos from Brisbane, Ipswich, Central Queensland, Wide Bay 
and North Queensland.

Tony loves spreading the rugby league word and through his 
‘Books into Schools’ program, supported by sponsors they 
are donating a copy of the book to every Secondary School in 
Queensland.

The Foundation will benefit with every book sale, with $15 
donated to it if you quote MOLF in order notes when you 
purchase from the website: leaguequeensland.com.au or call 
0427 451 913. It’s a great Christmas gift or gift for the rugby 
league lover. If purchased through Men of League Foundation 
the book is $63.95 including postage throughout Australia.

Australian coach and Immortal Mal Meninga wrote the forward. 
He says: “This book gives us a fantastic perspective of the great 
game of rugby league but with a Queensland lens. This is what 
a Queenslander has done, this is how they have done it, and the 
stories told as a result of their efforts.” 

WIN, WIN, WIN!!
FOR A CHANCE TO WIN ONE OF THESE BOOKS, ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS BELOW AND 
EMAIL (INCLUDE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS) TO: MAGAZINE@MENOFLEAGUE.COM

GREAT FOOTY  
BOOKS FOR  

AND YOUR CHANCE TO WIN FREE COPIES

1. Who was captain of the Canberra Raiders when they won their last premiership in 1994?
2. How many State of Origin man of the match awards did Wally Lewis win?
3. What year were the North Queensland Cowboys admitted into the ARL competition?
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NEIL CADIGAN

South Sydney and Australian legend Bob McCarthy can 
remember well the local predictions in the late 1950s that his 
older flame-haired brother Bill was the best prospect from 
the footballing family that lived in Kepos St on the Surry Hill-
Redfern border, just across the Moore Park fields from the 
famous Sydney Cricket Ground.

Bill, 18 months older than Bob and also a second-rower, was 
called into the Rabbitohs senior ranks just before he’d turned 
18, which meant he missed the junior representative teams of 
Jersey Flegg (then under-18s) and President’s Cup (under-21). 

While the quick and robust Bob blossomed in his late teams 
as he embarked on a dedicated attitude to fitness training 
that continues at age 76, Bill was renowned for his natural 
toughness and fearsome attitude towards older and more 
experienced rivals. Yet he fancied a pie and a cigarette more 
than a tough jog or free-weights session to build strength.
And reputations of opponents far from daunted him – and that 
was not just on the rugby league field.

“We used to head over the showground every year for the Royal 
Easter Show and they’d always have Jimmy Sharman’s boxing 
tent where he’d asked someone from the crowd to take on one 
of his punks,” Bob remembered. “If you could take one of the 
heavyweights to three rounds, you’d pocket 10 pounds.

“Bill was only 14 but a big kid and he yelled out that he’d take 
on one of these big blokes. Well, he knocked him out … but 
Sharman only gave him 30 bob. We walked away but Billy said if 
Sharman pulled that trick on him the next year, we would take 
them on.

“Next year Billy did the same thing and knocked out one of the 
boxers, but again he only got 30-bob. There were half a dozen of 
us local teenagers there and Billy calls us up and we surround 
Jimmy Sharman demanding the 10 pounds. Next thing, all these 
old pug-nose boxers appear and chased us away.

“We bolted back to the milk bar across the road from the Bat 
and Ball Hotel where we always used to hang out and there’s 
no Billy. We’re thinking they must have caught up with him but 

10 minutes later he walks in complaining about us being ‘weak 
bastards’.

“We looked at him and said, “I don’t think we’ll do this again 
next year Billy,” ‘Macca’ laughed.

“He was tough. They played him in A-grade at age 15 just to get 
him into the team.

“He lost the top of a finger in a work accident at Hoadleys in his 
late teens but it didn’t affect him in footy. He got 250 pounds 
compensation which was a fair bit of money in those days but he 
always laughed that if only it was his ‘trigger finger’ he would 
have got a thousand.”

After Bob moved from Chelsea United to Moore Park, Billy was 
called up to Souths’ third grade from Chelsea United in 1961 and 
had only just turned 19 when he made his first grade debut the 
following season, while Bob won a President’s Cup competition 
in a Rabbitohs side that also boasted Ron Coote, Gary Stevens 
and George Piggins.

Bob became a regular first grader in 1963 while Bill played 
mainly reserves, but they combined in the top side a handful 
of times in 1964 under the coaching of Souths legend Bernie 
Purcell, who lived across the road as the McCarthy boys grew 
up.

Bob remembers the first time they ran out together in first 
grade, against the all-conquering Dragons in ’64, with Bob in 
the centres and Bill in the second row. While Bill was off the 
field getting stitches inserted in a head wound, courtesy of a 
clash with Norm Provan, the game changed with English import 
Dick Huddart feeding magical offloads to centres Reg Gasnier 
and Graeme Langlands.

Bill McCarthy played only 10 first grade games (and 69 in all 
grades, including two reserve grade grand final losses to St 
George) in his five seasons at Redfern before heading to the 
bush to take up an offer at Moree where a 34-year-old Clive 
Churchill was captain-coach. 

In 1966, he was chosen for Northern Division to take on the 
touring Great Britain side at Tamworth and was man of the 

THE OTHER 

BOB MCCARTHY IS AN ICONIC LEAGUE FIGURE BUT LESS IS  
KNOWN OF HIS OLDER BROTHER BILLY, THE TOUGH TEENAGER  
MANY THOUGHT WAS THE BETTER FOOTY PROSPECT  
AROUND THE STREETS OF SURRY HILLS AND REDFERN.

match in the 15-13 home-team victory in a 
spiteful game, just ahead of fullback Wayne 
Peckham who was signed by Penrith for their 
inaugural 1967 season.

Newtown offered Bill a deal to return to Sydney, 
however it was ironic his career came to an end 
in a game against Souths in 1968. Returning to 
the defensive line after making a tackle, he fell 
over Rabbitohs second-rower Bob Moses who 
was on the ground injured, twisted badly and 
suffered cruciate and ligament damage to his 
knee.

He and wife Helen headed to Cairns soon after, where they 
remained. Despite suffering badly from emphysema in the 
last year of his life (he passed away in March this year), Bill 
continued to play golf most days at Half Moon Bay (near 
Mossman) – with an oxygen tank fitted into his golf cart – which 
he enjoyed in retirement after for many years operating courier 
trucks.

While Bob McCarthy rightly remains the iconic footballing hero 
of the McCarthy family, the clan holds a special, wider place in 
Rabbitoh history. 

Their younger brother Rick also played in the club’s senior 
ranks (his twin brother Geoff played juniors) while Bob’s 
son Darren played 68 first grade games for Souths (and 15 
for Canterbury) before spending several years as Rabbitohs 
NRL assistant coach. Darren’s younger brother Troy was an 
inaugural Gold Coast Giants player (Bob was the coach) in 1988, 
playing 45 first grade games and still coaches A-grade in the 
Gold Coast competition.

Billy McCarthy in his  
Rabbitohs jersey.

Emerging stars ...  press clipping of 1964, with 
John Sattler and Ron Coote.

Brothers in arms … the McCarthy boys proudly 
cover the second row for the Rabbitohs in 1964.
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ODD COUPLE

ONE WAS AN OFTEN BRUTAL, FEARSOME COMPETITOR, THE OTHER ALL GRACE 
AND PACE. YET REG GASNIER AND PETER DIMOND CARVED A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP 
AFTER STEPPING ONTO THE SCG AS SCHOOLBOY TEAMMATES WAY BACK IN 1952.

BARRY ROSS

They may have been chalk and cheese when it came 
to playing styles but fearsome backline dominator 
Peter Dimond fondly recalls the close relationship and 
mutual respect between him and the flashy ‘Prince 
of Centres’ Reg Gasnier that began when they were 
school students representing New South Wales at the 
Sydney Cricket Ground.

They would go on to combine many times as 
representative teammates, and other times as key 
opponents, since the first time they occupied the 
hallowed SCG turf on Wednesday 2 July 1952.
The 13-year-olds dominated the interstate seven 
stones seven pounds (47.7 kg) against their Queensland 
counterparts.  

Bob Hagan (two Tests for Australia), who later became 
CEO of the Bulldogs, was in the Queensland Schools 
team. The match was the curtain-raiser to the third 
Australia-New Zealand Test, which the Kiwis won 19-9 
to take the series. 

The crowd was 44,916 and, with the Test series locked 
at one-all, the atmosphere was electric. To play in such 
a situation was daunting but the two boys more than 
rose to the occasion.  

NSW Schoolboys won 21-0 with five-eighth Gasnier and 
winger Dimond each scoring two tries. The two boys 
formed a friendship during their few days together that 
lasted more than 60 years before Gasnier’s death in 
May 2014, one day before his 75th birthday.

“That game in 1952 when I first met Reg was a long 
time ago and I don’t remember a lot about it. But I do 
remember that Reg and I became good friends from 
that time,” recalled the 82-old Peter Dimond from his 
Kiama, NSW, home.

“We got along so well from the start and every time I 
came to Sydney after that we would catch up or make 
contact and that continued until Reg passed away.

“Reg always wanted to room with me when we went 
away and we really enjoyed each other’s company on 
the 1963 Kangaroo tour.  

“He used to call me ‘Roomie’.”

In 1952, ‘Gaz’ was a student at Sutherland Junior 
High School and made the 20-minute train trip 
each way from Mortdale where he lived with his 
family in Blackshaw Ave while Dimond had to take a 
45-minute train journey each way from Dapto to North 
Wollongong to attend Wollongong Technical College 
from 1951. The schoolboys match was the first of many 
to come for them at the famous SCG. 

Five years after they first played together at the SCG, 
the pair returned in 1957. Dimond, 18 and playing for 
Dapto in the Illawarra competition (he had debuted at 
16) was chosen as a centre in the Country Firsts side to 
play City Firsts while Gasnier, six months younger than 
his mate, represented St George’s President’s Cup 
team which played several matches on the hallowed 
turf as curtain raisers to World Cup games.

Everything happened quickly for Dimond in 1958. He 
signed for the Wests Magpies in late 1957 and after 
scoring four tries in his first five matches, was selected 
for City Seconds against Country Seconds and then for 
NSW against Queensland, Sydney vs Great Britain and 
NSW Vs Great Britain. 

The first of his 10 Test appearances was in the second 
Test against Great Britain in Brisbane and retained 
his position in the third Test. That meant that, in four 
matches against the touring Englishmen, he opposed 
legendary winger Mike Sullivan and the physical 
clashes between these two will long be remembered. 
Fast forward to 1963 and Gasnier and Dimond were 
roommates on the 1963 Kangaroo tour when the 
Aussies became the first all-Australian team to win 
the Ashes in England. The pair played all six Tests 
together on the tour, three against Great Britain and 
three against France, with Gasnier in the centres and 
Dimond on the wing. 

Gasnier collecting three tries, they sealed their Ashes triumph 
at Swinton on 9 November with an impressive 50-12 victory. In 
the Swinton Test, Gasnier and Dimond repeated their efforts 
of 1952 at the SCG by again scoring two tries each. Dimond 
played 24 games on the tour and scored 16 tries while Gasnier 
played 19 matches and finished with 15 tries. 

Dimond’s last Test was in the centres at the SCG on 23 July 
1966 against Great Britain. He played 163 first grade games for 
Wests, scoring 84 tries, which is the Magpies’ club record. He 
moved to South Newcastle and then Maitland after leaving the 
Magpies and played until his mid-thirties. Now 82, Peter and 
his wife, Val live in the Kiama district.

After captaining the St George President’s Cup team of ’58, 
‘Gaz’ made his grade debut in the thirds against Parramatta 
at Cumberland Oval on 20 July, scoring a try alongside Peter 
Provan, future Balmain premiership winning captain of 1969, 
and Bulldogs premiership-winning coach of 1980 Ted Glossop 
(also NSW’s first State of Origin coach in 1980).

By season’s end Gasnier had played in the reserve grade 
grand final loss to Balmain and in 1959 made his first grade 
debut on Anzac Day in the 15-6 win over Easts at the SCG. 
Weeks later raced over for four tries in the 47-17 win over 
Wests at Henson Park, the day after starring in City Firsts’ 
37-7 win over Country Firsts.

Like Peter Dimond the year before, his great career took 
off like a rocket. He scored a try in NSW’s 24-14 win over 
Queensland and, having just turned 20, played for NSW 
against New Zealand before being selected for his Test debut 
and featuring in all three Tests against the Kiwis and gaining 
selection on the 1959-60 Kangaroos tour and playing all six 
Tests on tour while Dimond missed selection. 

The last of his 39 Tests (28 tries) was at Leeds on 21 October 
1967 when he was the Australian captain for the eighth time. 
The first time he held the honour, in 1962, he was Australia’s 
youngest Test skipper at age 23.

However, his 1967 tour was marred by injury. After departing 
as captain-coach, the ‘Great Gaz’ broke his leg in the first 
Test at Headingley and returned in a minor game in France 
late in the tour only to refracture the leg. He announced his 
retirement soon after at just 28.

He had played 39 Tests (28 tries) for Australia, 21 times for 
NSW (17 tries), 129 games for St George (127 tries) and was a 
member of six grand final winning teams (1960-65). Known 
as ‘Puff the Magic Dragon’, he was an original Immortal 
(announced in 1981) and was awarded an AM in 1989. 

Magical ... Prince of Centres Reg Gasnier in action for Australia against France in 1960. Photos this page courtesy of the Ian Collis 
Collection.

Peter Dimond in action for Western Suburbs.
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A FRIEND 
BRIAN FRIEND LOVES RUGBY LEAGUE SO 

MUCH HE STILL PLAYS WELL INTO HIS 70S. 
IT’S ALL PART OF CONTRIBUTING TO HIS 

WIDER COMMUNITY, A PASSION HE 
 LIVES FOR.

JAMES PARKER

It is rare to see someone well-retired into his retirement 
years pulling up his socks, tying the laces on his footy boots, 
putting on the green and gold jersey and shorts and travelling 
internationally to play competitive rugby league. 

That’s not the case, however, for Brian ‘Friendly’ Friend, from 
Sydney’s Northern Beaches who, despite having just turned 77, 
is ready to go “out there doing battle” on any given weekend. 

At the turn of the century, after ending 32 years’ of service 
with the NSW Police Force - 30 of which were on the water 
– ‘Friendly’ put away his police badge, finding a place in his 
collection which includes a Queen’s Commendation for Brave 
Conduct Medal, Centenary Medal, three Commissioner’s 
Commendations, Pittwater Citizen of the Year Award his worn-
out footy boots and jerseys. 

Rugby league been in his blood too since he was nine and first 
played in the black and white colours of Narrabeen Sharks, the 
club he would continue to play for into his seventies. He says he 
felt special because he was able to wear the same colours as 
the Western Suburbs Magpies, the team he supported avidly. 

Playing rugby league and serving in the police have helped 
to bring out a passion for “giving back” from a man who has 
dedicated his time towards helping grass roots footy with the 
Avalon Bulldogs and he coached and helped mentor 630 junior 
players, including current Sydney Roosters forward Sam Verills 
and Adam Cuthbertson, who played for Manly, Cronulla, St 
George Illawarra, Newcastle and Leeds.

‘Friendly’ says with a cheeky laugh, “Rugby league is the most 
fun you can have with your pants on.” 

He was expected to do what most retirees do at 57 - sit back 
and finally relax with his wife Robyn, having both had fulfilling 
careers. Yet, relaxation wasn’t on their minds. People were and, 
based on how they go about life nowadays, ‘people’ still are.

When he is not in his backyard feeding the magpies he has 
trained, he is focused on helping people and volunteering his 
time. When he isn’t playing footy, driving boats, or walking the 
daily three-kilometre trip to the top of Barrenjoey Lighthouse, 
he can be found raising money for charities or refereeing a local 
footy game. 

He realised that if anything happened to him when he was 
serving in the police force, the ‘police legacy’ would support and 
look after his family. Knowing this, he wanted to give back and 
founded the Police Legacy Golf Day, raising $56,000 for service 
men, women and families. 

Then, through a mate, ‘Friendly’ assisted with ‘000 Touch 
Football’ which combined the fire brigade, police and 
ambulance units in a fun competition which helped raise 
$285,000 for the burns units at Camperdown, plus Westmead 
and Gosford hospitals. 

His determination was demonstrated during the 2000 Sydney 
Olympic Games torch relay when he walked the Forestville 
section through a sea of Australian flags with a sock on his right 
foot and a shoe on his left because he had days earlier sliced 
open his foot at work and required stitches, which meant that 
he couldn’t put a shoe on. 
Over the past 15 years, ‘Friendly’ has represented Australia as a 
player and a referee in Masters of Rugby League tournaments 
which cater for people 35 years and older who still want to 
continue playing rugby league in a safe and enjoyable way. The 

rules have been modified to protect players from injury and a 
coloured spectrum of footy shorts are used to depict who can 
and cannot be tackled, with ‘contact’ varying from full tackles 
on players up to 49 years old to two-handed grabs down to tag-
pulls for players over 80.
Friendly has had the pleasure of playing footy alongside his 
three sons. “I had Christopher, Carl, and Ryan and, I didn’t like 
their names; Robyn called them that. So, I call them Charlie, 
Harry, and Jack. Now the eldest bloke, all his friends call him 
Kong for some reason. The middle bloke’s called Fez, short 
for ferret. And the young bloke’s still got Jack, and all his footy 
trophies say ‘Jack’.” 
Robyn and Brian have also worked alongside Sunnyfield 
disAbility Services to foster four children with Down Syndrome: 
Ben, Anna, Eva and Matthew. For over 20 years, the Friends 
have provided everlasting memories and Christmas joy for 
these children, who are now part of their family. 
The four foster children helped teach unconditional love, 
respect and compassion. A framed photo of them sits on 
Robyn’s desk, from where she tutors high school students in 
English and mathematics.

On this day, ‘Friendly’ is sitting outside, his polo shirt has a shield 
with a caricature of a man wearing a red jersey with white V and 
holding a football. Instead of a young, muscle-filled footballer, 
it’s a man with a beer gut and a face that holds a hefty, white 
moustache - curiously, like the current wearer of the shirt. 

“They said it was made after my face. They needed a thing up 
there, so they did an image of me.” Sometimes the logo doesn’t 
include the football but a schooner of beer, yet, always with a 
smiling ‘friendly’ face.

His hefty moustache has been a fixture since the 1970s despite 
shifting in tone into a bright and bushy white. Robyn describes 
him as a “walrus”. 

A challenge came when Robyn asked if he would shave it off for 
the World’s Greatest Shave to raise awareness and money for 
the Leukaemia Foundation. “No way, no way,” Friendly replied, 
emphasising that the moustache had been with him for half a 
century. 
Their grandchildren visited the next day and said, “Come on, 
come on, it’s to raise money.” Brian eventually agreed to the 
shave, as long as his grandchildren helped. The ‘Mo to Go’ 
campaign was born and his grandchildren arrived with sheep 
shears and a garden lopper. 

Friendly sat in front of the Avalon Recreation Centre, alongside 
two boys who were shaving their hair before a television 
network film crew. Robyn proudly boasts, “If we were able to 
get to $5000 it would have been brilliant but we got to $15,000 … 
for a moustache!” 

‘Friendly’ has a coffee mug inscribed with the motto of the 
Retired and Former Police Association of NSW, depicting 
‘Friendship. Welfare. Fellowship’. They are similar to the pillars 
that the Men of League Foundation aims to uphold through 
‘Mateship. Wellbeing. Camaraderie’. 

Brian Friend has dedicated much of his life to the protection and 
preservation of people in rugby league and in his community. 
This unwavering compassion to give back has earned him an 
Order of Australia Medal. However, he doesn’t believe what he 
does is unique and he shows his humility by suggesting, “There 
are many other people you could be writing about.” 
Brian ‘Friendly’ Friend, OAM adds, “That’s a bloody good 
system, the Men of League Foundation. To look after the people 
that are down and out. I love what it’s all about. 

“It’s about looking after people who love rugby league. And, as 
it says there, it’s also for people who have never played rugby 
league or never played grade rugby league or anything like that. 
But they are part of the rugby league community. They don’t just 
look after the big-name players.”

A friendly mentor for youngsters of the Avalon Bulldogs.

Brian ‘Friendly’ Friend. 
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CARING FOR THE 
MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

OF THE RUGBY LEAGUE COMMUNITY

CORPORATE MEMBERS
John Ribot-De Bresac 
Ipswich Jets RLFC
Brendan Lucas 
Hopscotch Accounting
Jeffrey McCloy 
McCloy Group
Craig Pukallus 
Telco Antennas
Tony Gollan 
Gollan Racing
Matthew Haynes 
Matt Trans Refrigerated 
Transport
Brett Ralph 
Jet Couriers
David Marsh 
St Johns Park  
Bowling Club
Daniel Munk 
Aster Group
Michael Hall 
Red Rock

GOLD MEMBERS                      
Greg Abernethy
Brian Adams
Andrew Adcock
Dean Akers
Ken Alchin
Merv Allan
Michael Andersen
Albert Anderson
Nicola Andreacchio
Greg Annison
Bradley Apps
Rodney Apps
Ian Armer
Alan Arrow
John Auld
Andrew Ayres
Deborah Ayshford
Charles Azzopardi
Cliff Backhouse
Don Bailey
Mick Bailey
Bortolo Baitieri
Mavis Balkin
John Ballesty
Robert Banham
Craig Barnes
Keith Bassett
Brendan Beak
Paul Beauchamp

Ian Beck
John Beecher
Ken Beissel
John Bell
Paul Bell
Ron Bercene
Stephen Beresford
Con Berry
Greg Betts
Colin Bice
Kieran Bitossi
Shane Black
Matthew Blampey
Chris Books
John Borgo
Tom Bowden
Shane  Boyes
Billy Brant
Peter Brien
Jeff Bristow
Mark Brooks
Craig Brown
Don Brown
Larry Brown
Phillip Brown
Roy Brown
Bradley Bryant
Clive Bryant
Max Bryant
David Brydson
Adrian Bubb
Simon Buckingham
Brian Budd
Peter Burge
Terence Burgess
Brian Burns
Jeffrey Burrowes
Garry Cameron
Roger Cameron
Daryl Campbell
David Caracciolo
Jeff Card
Richard Carr
Peter Carroll
Peter Cassilles
Dannie Castle
John Cave
John Chilko
Alan Christensen
Greg Clay
Ken Clendinning
Andrew Coates
David Coghlan
David Cohen

John Colby
Steven Cole
Andrew Coleman
Darren Coles
David Collins
Larry Collins
Stephen Collins
Ben Collison
Paul Collits
Peter Connole
Greg Cook
Michael Cook
Andrew Cooke
Darren Cooke
Peter Corcoran
Mike Corrigan
Bruce Cowan
Dianne Coyne
Mark Crampton
Andrew Crawford
John Croft
Michael Crompton
Peter Cronin
Rodney Crosthwaite
Neil Cruikshank
Paul Cullen
David Cullum
Craig Culnane
Lachlan Cumming
Robert Cummings
Danny Cunningham
Don Cunningham
Ian Cunningham
Tony Curl
Dennis Curtis
John Daley
Mick Daley
Mark Dalley
Paul Dalziel
Diane Darcy
Craig Davis
Susan Dawson
Erik de Haart
Harry Dearness
Ronald Dellar
Oscar Dent
Hugh Dickson
Alan Diefenbach
Mario Difonzo
Bob Dimond
Craig Dobson
John Doherty
Tim Donahoo
Phillip Doyle

Harry Drakakis
Gary Driscoll
Michael Dryden
Kevin Duckett
Stephen Duclos
Tom Duggan
Gary Dunbar
Dan Dwyer
Brian East
Chris Edwards
Peter Egan
Greg Elks
Keith Elliott
Graham Ellis
Greg Ellis
Les Ellis
Shannon Evans
Terry Evans
Katrina Fanning
Terry Fanning
Edwin Farish
John Farrar
David Farrell
Denis Farrell
Graeme Farrell
Rod Fielding
Shane Filipek
Jude Findlay
Allan Fisher
John Fisher
Tony Fittler
Denis Fitzgerald
Ian Fitzgibbon
Anthony Fletcher
Warren Fletcher
Dom Fondacaro
George Foord
Colin Foran
Samuel Formosa
Darryl Foster
Nathan Foxwell
Russell Fozzard
Peter Fraser
Peter French
Barrie Frost
Mark Gallagher
Graham Gallaway
Keith Gee
Rodney Geer
Thomas George
Nathan Gibbs
Tom Gibbs
Anthony Goldsmith
Paul Goodsell

Matt Goodwin
Terry Gordon
Russell Gore
Paul Gosling
Victor Grace
Don Graham
Don Graham
John Grant
Nicholas Grant
Troy Grant
Bryan Granzien
David Gray
David Greenhalgh
George Greer
Craig Grimmond
Peter Grounds
Raymond Groves
Russell Grulke
Bernie Gurr
Dene Halatau
Geoff Hamilton
Don Hammond
Robert Hannon
Ian Hanson
Bradley Hardwick
Craig Hartin
John Hartog
John Harvey
Mathew Harvey
Matthew Hassall
Bruce Hatcher
Michael Hawkins
Martin Hay
Norman Hazzard
Shane Healey
Jeff Heard
Clinton Heathwood
Jim Heery
Paul Hegarty
Graeme Hendrie
John Henman
Scott Henry
Jason Hetherington
Gary Hewes
Matthew Hicks
Craig Higgins
Darrell Hinga
Andrew Hinson
Phil Hoare
Alan Hodge
Greg Hodge
Jay Hoffman
Bob Hoile
Anthony Holmes

Mark Holmes
Noel Holmes
Peter Holmes
Mark Holton
Ron Hopkins
Samuel Horan
shane horan
Ben Howard
Bradley Howell
Ken Huggett
Steven Hughes
Ian Humphreys
Peter Hunt
Robyn Hunt
Hilton Hurst
Terry Hyland
Ian Ingle
Debra Ingram
Johnny Iosifidis
Chris Isouard
Darryl James
John Jeffries
Ross Jessop
Ken Johnson
Vaughan Johnson
Chris Jones
Georgia Jones
Jim Jones
Chris Jurd
Spencer Kassimir
Darryl Kelly
Gregory Kelly
Michelle Kelly
Thomas Kelly
David Kerr
Jeff Kilian
Steve Kim
Lachlan Kirk
John Kirkness
Glenn Kiss
Tom Klinge
Mick Koellner
George Kourtesis
Jason Kviklys
Stephen Lambley
Brad Langmack
Bill Lansbury
Tom Larkin
Dean Lavery
Vince Lawson
John Leeder
Gary Leonard
Wayne Leonard
Gary Lester
Neil Lewis
Russell Lewis
Grahame Lisle
Phil Littlewood
Ian Lloyd
Christopher Locke
Stephen Loosley
Brian Love
Michael Love
Stephen Lowndes
Damien Luck
Rick Lyddiard
David Lyons
Jessica Macartney
Jason MacBeth

Ron Macdonald
Garry Macdougall
Greg Maher
Robyn Mahoney
Alex Mangovsky
Peter Manollaras
John Marchant
Colin Markham
Colin Marshall
Tony Marshall
Ernest Martin
Leigh Martin
Michael Martin
Stephen Martin
Carl Mascini
James Mason
Warren Massingham
Derek McNeil
John McAllister
Bill McAnally
Peter Mcauley
Bruce McCaul
Steve McCleary
Damien McColough
Brad McCormick
John McEvoy
Bernie McGlynn
Robert McHugh
Ian McHutchison
John McIntyre
Peter McKay
Ronald McKechnie
John McKinnon
Peter McLachlan
Timothy McLaren
Ian McLennan
Scott McLucas
Peter McLuckie
Stephen McNamara
Chyrel McQuade
Craig McTavish
Paul Medd
David Mercer
Neil Michell
Willem Micola
Craig Miller
Robert Miller
Stephen Mills
Gregor Millson
Mickael Mirilkis
Roger Mitchell
Roxanne Moates
Tony Morgan
Graeme Morrison
Peter Mortimer
Denis Muddle
Robert Murdoch
David Murphy
Lindsay Murphy
Mark Murray
Mick Nash
Michael Nasser
Tony Naylor
Bob Neal
Kevin Neal
Mervyn Neave
Michael Nevin
Shane Nichols
Brian Noonan

Stephen Norrish
Stephen Nugent
John Nurmi
Velu Nuumaalii
Andrew O'Brien
William O'Brien
Des O'Bryan
Ben O'Callaghan
Adrian O'Connor
Stewart O'Connor
Barry O'Farrell
Brian O'Farrell
Jack O'Hara
Ross O'Neill
Matthew Pacey
Don Parish
Dave Parker
Terry Parker
Rob Pascoe
Leo Paternoster
Andy Paterson
Daren Pay
Mark Payne
Adam Peel
Garry Pegg
Warren Pegg
Ian Pender
Noel Penfold
Mark Pennefather
Barry Perkins
Kevin Perkins
Ross Petty
John Phalen
Tim Phillips
John Piccone
Kale Popple
Michael Porter
Graeme Powell
Adrian Prakash
Greg Pratt
Michael Prichard
Greg Pritchard
Kenneth Pritchard
Matthew Proberts
Glenn Pudsey
Pat Purcell
Yvonne Purtell
Les Rankin
Elton Rasmussen
John Rayment
Richard Rayment
Robert Rayner
Brendan Read
Kieran Reekie
Roger Reeves
Phil Reid
John Renshaw
Keith Rhind
John Richardson
Craig Rigby
Bernie Ring
Joe Rissman
James Robertson
John Robertson
Steve Robertson
Kevin Robinson
Phil Rock
Mark Rockley
Darren Rodgers

Stan Roebig
Jock Rohan
Brian Rollinson
Bill Ross
Brian Rossetto
Lindsay Ryan
Jean-Paul Saab
Rod Salan
David Samuelsson
Steve Sanders
Leonard Sargant
Craig Saunders
Ashley Schefe
Rodney Schoupp
Effie Sclavos
Kos Sclavos
Jimmy See
Gavin Seto
Greg Shannon
Chris Sharp
Paul Sharpe
Victor Shipley
Dave Simpson
Neville Sinclair
Cameron Smart
Robert Smart
Darrell Smith
Gary Smith
Graeme Smith
Ian Smith
Jimmy Smith
Michael Smith
Peter Smith
Rod Smith
Stephen Smith
Lindsay Snell
Malcolm Snell
Peter Sollis
Richard Somers
Rod Somerville
Brian Sommerville
Glenn Soper
Edward Sorensen
Roy Spagnolo
Mitch Spencer
Tony Springall
Eddie Springer
Paul Srama
Terry Stafford
Murray Stalley
Richard Stallworthy
Barry Stanaway
Bruce Starkey
Darren Stedman
Chris Stephandellis
Michael Stephens
Darren Stevens
Greg Stinson
Brett Stolberg
Ralph Stretton
Peter Strid
Alan Sullivan
James Sullivan
John Sullivan
Mick Sullivan
Peter Sullivan
Rodney Summerville
Matthew Sumpter
Mark Swan

Jim Sweeney
Phil Sydenham
David Tait
Shane Talbot
Barry Tanzer
John Tapp
David Tatler
Wayne Taunton
John Tavener
Craig Taylor
Peter Taylor
Russell Taylor
Steven Taylor
Wayne Taylor
Doug Thomas
Rodney Thompson
Terry Thompson
Geoff Thoroughgood
David Tierney
Herbie Timms
John Tomasetig
Barry Tomkinson
Brien Tracey
David Trewhella
Paul Tubridy
Peter Turner
Terry Tye
Daniel Tyndall
Kevin Tyson
John Van de Pol
Steve van Leeuwen
John Vanny
Neil Vea
Michael Verey
Andrew Vincent
Bruce Walker
Graeme Walker
Tony Walker
Michael Walsh
Keith Ward
John Ware
Greg Warren
Sue Washington
Peter Waters
Peter Watson
Gerard Watts
Ken Weir
Raymond Westwood
Norman Wharton
Max Whitby
Garry White
Glen White
Dan Whitmore
Neil Whittaker
Chris Willebrands
Allan Williams
Michael Williams
Steve Williams
Kevin Wilson
George Witty
Scott Wood
Helen Wood Grant
Nathan Wunsch
Tony Yates
Barry Yehle
Allan Zreik

MEN OF LEAGUE FOUNDATION WISHES TO 
RECOGNISE THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF OUR 
CORPORATE AND GOLD MEMBERS OF 2020 …
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LENDING A  
STEVEN GRANT
If there was ever an example of a person who lives in the face 
of adversity with a can-do attitude, perseverance, dignity and a 
love of rugby league, it is Steve Grant. Steve and his wife Dale 
are big rugby league fans - Steve a Storm supporter since 
their formation while Dale a lifelong Eels supporter.

They were delighted to receive a visit from Eels legend Neville 
Glover, also Tuggerah Lakes committee president, and Lance 
Henry, from the Central Coast committee, at their home in 
Wyong.

Steve was diagnosed in October 2018 with a grade-four tumour 
on the left side of his brain. Over the past two years, he has 
had multiple rounds of treatment including chemotherapy, 
radiation and, over the past year, fortnightly infusions of the 
drug Avastin. In September 2018, he lost the use of his left 
arm as a result of the tumour and his left leg was significantly 
impaired following previous brain surgeries. He has been 
unable to drive since, impacting on his level of independence. 
Until September 2018, Steve was a member of the local 
Volunteer Rescue Association (VRA) and is someone who 
has always looked to give back to his community. The Mark 
Hughes Foundation is close to Steve’s heart and, for his 
birthday last year, he created a fundraiser and encouraged 
friends and family to donate, raising more than $3500. He also 
participated in the Cure Brain Cancer Foundation’s ‘Walk-
in Parramatta’ last November, raising even more funds for 
research.

In July 2020, when Steve had his regular MRI and check-up, 
it was revealed that a new tumour had developed on the right 
side of his brain. Despite this, the pain, ongoing effects of 
treatment and short-term memory loss, Steve continues to 
maintain and project a positive attitude. He has the support 
of an incredible medical team and they, along with Dale, are 
focussed on keeping Steve comfortable, while continuing with 
the fortnightly Avastin for as long as he is able to receive it. 
Even in the face of the final stages of his terminal illness, 
Steve and Dale are finding ways to make happy memories and 
to share joy and laughter in each day.

Steve wanted was to attend a live Parramatta Eels v 
Melbourne Storm game with Dale. The Men of League 
Foundation were able to obtain tickets to the clash at 
Bankwest Stadium. Melbourne Storm have been an incredible 
source of support and inspiration. After attending the 
Storm’s game against South Sydney at Central Coast Stadium 
in August 2019, the club has maintained contact through 
football boss Frank Ponissi and sent regular messages of 
encouragement and support. Frank also arranged for Steve to 
attend the Storm v Manly game at Brookvale Oval in late 2019. 
After the game, Steve was welcomed into the dressing room 
and sang the victory song with the players.

Dale said she could not put a price on the joy that the Storm 
have added to Steve’s life and that the visit was a wonderful 
example of what the Foundation and NRL clubs can do when 
they work together to support those in need.

DENNIS WARD
Former Australian halfback Dennis Ward welcomed a surprise 
visit from Gold Coast committee members Greg Sylvester, Paul 
Hague and Graeme Farrar in the cancer ward at the John Flynn 
Hospital while he was a patient there.

The ex-Canterbury, Widnes and Manly player was many 
people’s choice as the best player on the field in Manly’s first 
premiership victory in their 19-14 victory over Eastern Suburbs 
in 1972 and was later recognised for this feat by the NRL. He 
left to play in the strong Newcastle competition in 1973 for three 
seasons with Wests and was named in their team of the century, 
before finishing his career as captain-coach of Wynnum-Manly 
in Brisbane.

He remained in Queensland and served as QRL coaching and 
development officer for many years in the 1990s and also served 
as New Zealand’s national coaching director. He now serves on 
the Gold Coast committee of the Foundation.

LINDSAY SINCLAIR 

The Pratten Park Magpies (Western Suburbs Magpies’ Past 
Players) asked for the Foundation’s help in relocating former 
Magpies favourite Lindsay Sinclair to new accommodation.

‘Tonto’, as he is affectionately known, played for Concord United 
over a span of 31 years, representing Western Suburbs in the 
Jersey Flegg and President’s Cup competitions before being 
called up to the grade ranks. He went on to play 82 matches for 
the Magpies and was a prolific points-scorer. Following a stint 
in the Brisbane competition in 1976, he returned to Western 
Suburbs in 1978-79 before rejoining Concord United as a player 
and coach until 1994. 

With the assistance of Les Pearce and Lance Henry from 
the Foundation, Lindsay was able to relocate to suitable 
accommodation with a minimum of inconvenience. Lindsay 
very much appreciated the visit and assistance provided by the 
Foundation and acknowledged the great support it provides to 
those of the rugby league family in need.

MICK BRADLEY
The Port Stephens committee followed the tough journey of 
Mick Bradley, one of its wonderful volunteers, through his 
journey of encountering stage four bowel cancer.

The former rugby league hard man played in the front row for 
the Fairfield Falcons, Auburn United and with a team of mates 
with the wonderful name of the Silver Water Swamp Rats in 
the western suburbs of Sydney. He left Sydney in 1988 with his 
young family and moved to Nelson Bay, giving back to the game 
by becoming involved with the Nelson Bay Marlins junior club as 
president. 

He was awarded life membership last year. He was also 
involved with the Blue Marlins winter swimming club, Nelson 
Bay Strikers baseball club and had a big role to play in the 
success of the Port Stephens Men of League Foundation golf 
day which celebrated its 10th anniversary last year. He would 
work the barbeque and dispense drinks and free golf tips to 
anyone who would listen. 

Mick was diagnosed with bowel cancer in 2019. After an 
operation to remove the tumour and follow-up chemotherapy 
and radiation treatments, and with the unwavering support of 
his wife Josie, daughter Tara and son Scott, he has been on the 
road to recovery. And his fighting spirit was reignited by the 
birth of his granddaughter Vivian.

At 64, Mick continues his daily fitness routine by walking from 
his home to the local newsagency and back (six kilometres) and 
has started hill climbs all with the aid of a walker. He has some 
advice for fellow senior citizens – “get tested for bowel cancer 
and give yourself a chance”. 

He was full of praise for the surgeons at the John Hunter 
Hospital and follow up medical staff at the Mater Hospital 
during his treatment and thanked the Port Stephens committee 
members of the Foundation for their friendship and support and 
the absolute army of well wishes from the community at large.

Lance Henry (left) with Lindsay Sinclair. Mick Bradley.

Steve Grant (centre) with Neville Glover and Lance Henry.
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BARRY ROSS AND NEIL CADIGAN
There has never been a substitute for tough ‘Ashes’ 
Tests between Australia and Great Britain (or 
England) over more than a century. Yet for the many 
Australians who spent years in England when the 
offers of British pounds far outweighed what they 
could earn at home, there was a replacement of 
sorts.

Ex-pats from any nation other than England would 
look forward to representing ‘Other Nationalities’ 
and take on the best of the British, often before large 
crowds.

Selection was a valued recognition that players 
abroad were still regarded as among the game’s 
best during a period when they were banished from 
wearing the jersey of Australia or New Zealand. 
The strong three-tier English competition was 
also sprinkled with South Africans (many former 
Springboks), French, Scottish or Irish-born. And 
league fans throughout the country would look 
forward to them coming together, sometimes three 
times a year, to offer Test-strength opposition for the 
best of the locals.

The concept was tried once only in Australia, in 1964 
when a Sydney Colts side took on Other Nationalities 
in a curtain-raiser to the Australia-France Test at the 
Sydney Cricket Ground.

In England, the tradition ended in 1975 when 
Other Nationalities had been added to the county 
championships contested by Lancashire, Yorkshire 
and Cumbria. Previously, the ex-pats side won the 

15th and last European championships (for a second 
time in seven attempts) in the series which was 
contested usually annually by England, France and 
Wales.

Some legendary Australian names would be on show 
in the 1940s-50s when Australian representation 
in England was at its strongest. Immortal winger 
Brian Bevan played for Others 15 times (scoring 26 
tries), Arthur Clues and Lionel Cooper 14 times, Pat 
Devery and Tony Paskins 11, Harry Bath 10 and prolific 
Scotsman Dave Valentine a record 16 times.

The first England v Others was played on 5 April 1904 
at Wigan’s Central Park, won by England 9-3 before 
a crowd of about 6000. Other Nationalities was made 
up of two Scotsmen with the remainder being Welsh. 
Salford’s Jim Lomas, one of the top players of those 
days, was in the England team but arrived late so 
his team kicked off with 11 men. Lomas (13 Tests) 
captained the first Great Britain team to the southern 
hemisphere in 1910 . His career lasted from October 
1899 to September 1923 and included 476 English club 
matches with Barrow, Salford, Oldham and York. 

The English team began playing Other Nationalities 
matches more regularly (but rarely every season) 
from 1921-55, winning nine of the 16 clashes (one 
draw). In 1949, the ex-pats also took on France and 
Wales for the first time as part of the European 
clashes. This continued until 1955-56 when 
appearances by the Others became rare events, 
with the ex-pats playing St Helens and the touring 
Kiwis in 1965 before the trial of including them in the 
county clashes in 1974-75 and 1975-76. The 37th and 
last Other Nationalities game in England was a 19-14 

win over Cumbria in Barrow on 20 December 1975. By 
this time there were few Aussies and Kiwis playing in 
England until a massive resurgence in 1984.
There have been many exciting matches over the years 
and one of these was the Battle of the Boulevard at 
Hull on 3 November 1951, won by the ex-pats 17-15 
against France. Aussie Lionel Cooper scored all of 
Other Internationals’ tries and Pat Devery kicked three 
goals before a crowd of 18,000. The strong French side 
had returned from their triumphant tour of Australia 
and included the mercurial Puig Aubert at fullback and 
captain, along with powerhouse second-rowers Elie 
Brouse and Edouard Ponsinet. 

Australians Bath, Bevan, Clues, Cooper (captain), 
Devery, Paskins, Johnny Mudge, Johnny Hunter and 
Bob McMaster were in the winning side along with lock 
Valentine, who was one of the stars for Great Britain on 
their 1954 tour of Australia. 

New Zealander Peter Henderson, Scot/Irishman Jeff 
Burke and Irishman Cec Kelly made up the starting XIII. 
Australian Trevor Allan was an original selection but 
withdrew because of injury. Referee George Phillips 
certainly had his hands full. After two minutes, Clues 
was flattened by Ponsinet and had to be taken from 
the field on a stretcher, with his arms hanging limply 
on each side. He did not return, so Other Nationalities 
played 78 minutes with 12 men. Ponsinet was sent off 
with 15 minutes to go.

The one-off event in Australia was played at the SCG on 
18 July 1964 with Sydney Colts winning 25-16 before a 
crowd of 16,731. The Sydney Colts team was Bob Batty 
(Manly), Nick Yakich (Manly), Ron Saddler (Easts), 
Arthur Branighan (Souths), John Mowbray (Wests), Len 
Diett (North Sydney) captain, Kevin Junee (Easts), Ron 
Coote (Souths), Ron Clothier (Balmain), Barry Leaney 
(Parramatta), Richie Powell (Souths), Ross Warner 
(North Sydney), Doug Walkaden (Manly). Reserves: Ron 
Hansen (Newtown) and Bruce Pollard (St George). The 
coach was Eddie Burns.  

Other Nationalities comprised players who were at 
NSW clubs and two Frenchmen who were on tour 

but not part of the Test team that day, Michel Bardes 
(replacing injured Kiwi Trevor Kilkelly who withdrew 
because of injury) and Jean Panno. 

The other 13 players, all playing in NSW, were Fred 
Griffiths at North Sydney (1963-66), Mike Jackson 
(Parramatta 1962-64), Derek Hallas (Parramatta 1963-
65), Fred Pickup (Manly 1964-65, Parramatta 1966-68), 
Col Greenwood (North Sydney 1964-68, Canterbury 
1969), Lewis Jones (Wentworthville second division 
1964-69), Ivor Lingard (Parramatta 1964-70), Roger 
Pearman (Canterbury 1964-66), Dick Huddart (St 
George 1964-68), Nat Silcock (South Newcastle 1961-
63, Easts captain-coach 1964), Jock Butterfield (Manly 
1964, Leeton 1965, Mt Isa 1966-69, Cloncurry 1970-72), 
Frank Halliwell (Guildford second division 1964-65, 
Wentworthville 1966). 

Huddart scored an impressive try when he burst down 
the left touchline in a 40-metre run, beating four 
defenders. Pollard and Coote were the youngest Colts 
players at 19, while Powell and Batty were the oldest 
at 25. Silcock, 37, and Butterfield, 33, were the oldest 
players in the Other Nationalities side, while Bardes, 
21, was the youngest.

Imagine Other Nationalities teams taking on the home 
country Test side in England or Australia now. The ex-
pats teams would look something like this:

In England: Lachlan Coote, Bevan French, Kevin 
Naiqama, Shaun Kenny-Dowell, Mahe Fonua, Blake 
Austin, Jackson Hastings, Ben Murdoch-Masila, 
Thomas Leuluai, Pauli Pauli, Dom Peyroux, Rhys 
Martin, Jason Clark. Interchange: Aidan Sezer, Kenny 
Edwards, David Fifita, Manu Ma’u or Zeb Taia.

In Australia: Roger Tuivasa-Sheck, Daniel Tupou, 
Charnze Nicoll-Klokstad, Joseph Manu, Maiko Siva, 
Jerome Luia, George Williams/Shaun Johnson, Addin 
Fonua-Blake, Josh Hodgson, Jared Waera-Hargreaves, 
Villiame Kikau, John Bateman, Jason Taumololo. 
Interchange: Josh Papalli, Brandon Smith, Elliott 
Whitehead, Siosiua Taukeiaho.

CLASHES BETWEEN ENGLAND AND A TEAM OF IMPORTS NAMED ‘OTHER 
NATIONALITIES’ WERE ONCE MUCH-ANTICIPATED CLASHES. THERE WAS EVEN 
A ONE-OFF VERSION PLAYED IN AUSTRALIA. WITH SO MANY COUNTRIES NOW 
REGULARLY PLAYING ON THE TEST SCENE, THESE GAMES ARE BANISHED TO A 

RARE, BUT PROUD, PLACE IN OUR HISTORY.

OTHER

Brian Bevan, an Aussie legend in England, playing for 
Warrington.

Harry Bath loved representing Other Nationalities. Photos: 
The Ian Collis Collection.
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NEIL CADIGAN
Journalistic colleague Nick Hartgerink described the 
death of Peter Newell, the former Illawarra Mercury 
editor and general manager, and long-time chairman 
of the Illawarra Steelers, this way (on 28 September): 
“Wollongong has lost one of its greatest adopted sons, 
with the passing of newspaperman and clubs industry 
leader Peter Newell, OAM, this week.”

There could be no more eloquent tribute to man who 
positively impacted on so many people through his 
passion for life, for sport, for the Illawarra region, for 
good causes and for the common people. 

Many people in the region would testify to the wide 
influence of the larger-than-life character who spent 30 
years at the Mercury after joining the newspaper as a 
21-year-old in 1970, not long after completing a cadetship 
in Taree. By the age of 28 he was editor, by 36 he was the 
group’s general manager and during his three decades 
guiding the newspaper, many in the industry saw it as the 
best regional daily newspaper in Australia.

After campaigning strongly for the inclusion of the 
Steelers into the NSWRL competition, he became a close 
friend of the club (that joined the big league in 1982) and 
was invited to join the club’s board in 1989. A decade later 
he began a 20-year reign as chairman, steering it through 
its amalgamation with St George after passionately 
standing by the Australian Rugby League during the 
Super League War of the 1990s. 

He stood on the joint venture club’s board for many years 
alongside great mate and another stalwart of the Steelers 
(and St George Illawarra Dragons) Bob Millward. In 2003, 
Newell was awarded an OAM.

Horse racing was his other passion and he wrote a weekly 
racing column, was a regular at Kembla Grange and 
instigated perhaps the most comprehensive form guide of 
any newspaper in Australia in the pre-internet era. 

After retiring from newspapers at the age of 50 in 2000, 
Peter was approached to become chairman of ClubsNSW 
in 2004, a position he held for 15 years, while in 2007 he 
also became ClubsAustralia chairman (until he stood 
down in 2018). He was a strong advocate for the club 
industry in defending registered clubs’ contributions to 
their communities in the face of governments’ intent on 
increasing taxes on the industry and the anti-gambling 
lobby.

His love of rugby league and the community saw him 
gladly accept the honour of being patron of the strong 
Illawarra committee of Men of League Foundation.

Yet Peter Newell’s achievements far surpass sport. 
Perhaps his greatest newspaper community campaign 
was back in 1979 when, after a tragic accident in which a 
truck rammed into the back of a vehicle killing a mother 
and her four children on the notorious Mt Ousley highway 
stretch, he would not relent until the government and 
police took action to upgrade what he felt was a death 
trap section of the highway.

The major highway section we have today is in no small 
a tribute to his ability to effectively garner support, 
emotion, common sense and action for the greater good, 
a characteristic that was obviously inherent in Peter 
Newell. He is survived by his wife Judy, children Karen, 
Steven, Robert and Kelly and their partners Leanne, 
Heather and Stephen, and 10 grandchildren.

ILLAWARRA’S  

Illawarra league figures (and Dragons directors) Sean O’Connor, Bob Millward and Peter Newell (right) show off the Telstra 
Premiership Trophy at the Steelers Club in 2010. Photo courtesy Illawarra Mercury.
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BRISBANE
Steve Ricketts, publicity officer

Brisbane committee patron Ron Atkins celebrated his 85th birthday at 
Broncos Leagues Club on 19 October surrounded by family and friends. It 
was a fitting venue, given Ron played a huge role in the decision by Wests 
Old Boys to transfer the licence of their Red Hill premises to the Broncos 
when the club entered the big league. Ron was a Wests Old Boys’ director 
and became a founding director of the new leagues club.

Men of League Foundation representatives at the lunch included Cliff 
Coyle and Steve Ricketts, while the QRL was represented by board 
member Darryl Van de Velde, a former state committee member of the 
Foundation. Also on hand was former Brisbane representative John 
Tapp, who played club football in Wests, Valleys and Brothers and had a 
stint with South Sydney.

Originally from the Tweed, where his father was a cane cutter, Ron Atkins 
was an excellent goal-kicking back for Wests.

The Brisbane committee is in the process of succession planning, with 
president Ian Gatenby, who is also on the national board of directors, 
having moved to the Sunshine Coast to live and secretary/wellbeing 
officer Vance Rennie having stepped back from some of his duties after 
years of great service.

At the time of going to press, dual international Lote Tuqiri and recently 
appointed Broncos coaching staff member Terry Matterson, a former 
New South Wales State of Origin representative, are expected to be guest 
speakers at our Kick-Off Club Christmas lunch at the Broncos club. 
Friday, 26 February is locked in as the date for a Kick-Off Club event at 
Norths Leagues, Nundah, but the format has yet to be finalised. Keep an 
eye on the Foundation’s website because your committee is looking at 
several new concepts.

There was a moving tribute to legendary Brothers’ strapper, the late Jimmy 
Johnson, at the club’s Old Boys’ Day at Gibson Park, Stafford on 19 September 
with his great mate, former Test halfback Tom Raudonikis, one of the 
hundreds in attendance. Jimmy never missed a Kick-Off Club Lunch.

BUNDABERG
Greg Pershouse, president

With the easing of the COVID-19 restrictions in late October, the 
Bundaberg committee, in conjunction with Craig Swift at the Bundaberg 
Golf Club, held its annual golf day on the 11 September. This day was again 
proudly sponsored by McHugh Steel.

This event proved popular again. Once word had spread the COVID-19 
restrictions had been eased, the field of 36 teams filled in a couple of 
days. Rainy skies and windy conditions were no deterrent for these loyal 
diehard supporters of the Bundaberg committee. Most of the players 
returned to the clubhouse after 18 holes as wet on the outside as they 
were on the inside. It was also good to see a couple of ladies brave the 
weather and mix it with the guys in this year’s field.  

The winner was a team entered by Bundaberg Toyota of David and Chris 
Hillier and Richard Sears. Well done guys.

These events are not possible without the many volunteers like Mike 
Ireland (president of Bundaberg Rugby League), Jacque Dansey, 
Terry and Cynthia Dodd who worked tirelessly on the barbeque, Chris 
Sullivan, Tony and Rhonda Hess (McHugh Steel) in the beer car keeping 
the refreshments up to the players and Steve Hunt for the raffles and 
fundraising side of the day. Thanks to you all. 

A special thank you must also go to out McHugh Steel for coming on 
board as our naming sponsor, North Queensland Brewing Co., Betta 
Home Living for providing some raffle prizes and Triple M for promoting 
our golf day, plus our many sponsors and the Men of League Foundation.  

GOLD COAST
Greg Sylvester, publicity officer

The Gold Coast committee organised a successful and enjoyable morning 
tea at the Burleigh Bears Leagues Club on Friday 16 October for the widows 
of the former international players who now reside on the Gold Coast. In 
attendance were Norma Wilson (widow of Bill ‘Bluey’ Wilson -1927-1993), 
June Rasmussen (Elton, 1937-1978), Esme Clay (Brian, 1935-1987), Marge 
Belsham (Sel, 1930-2016), Elsie Dimond (Bobby, 1930-2020) and Marilyn Lees 
(Merv, 1932-2018). Apologies were received from Val Irvine (Ken, 1940-1990), 
who was unable to attend due to prior commitments, and Graeme and 
Margaret Farrar who had medical appointments.

Billy Wilson played for St George in the front row from 1948-62, which 
included six premiership (1956, 58-62) and North Sydney (1963-67) and was 
still playing first grade at age 40 after captaining Australia at 36. He played 10 
Tests, twice as captain, and toured Great Britain and France in 1959-60 with 
the Australian Kangaroos. 

Elton Rasmussen played for St George in the second row from 1962-1968, 
winning five premierships winning, ran out in 15 Tests and represented 
Queensland 13 times and NSW seven. He toured with the 1959-60 and again 
1967.

Brian ‘Poppa’ Clay played for Newtown in 1953-55 and St George in 1957-
67 as a five-eighth/lock, winning eight premierships with the Dragons. 
He also toured with the 1959-60 Kangaroos and played in the 1957 World 
Cup. He was a life member of St George. Sel Belsham was a former New 
Zealand Test halfback (10 Tests 1955-57) and was also a brilliant wicketkeeper 
who was unlucky not to tour South Africa with the New Zealand cricket team, 
due to injuries. 

Bobby Dimond was once the youngest man to be selected for Australia 
when he toured Great Britain and France as a winger in the 1948 Australian 
Kangaroo side, from Dapto; Merv Lees, who represented NSW four times, 
played wing and centre for St George from 1953-56 and in 1958 and was part 
of the 1956 premiership team that began the 11-straight run.

The Gold Coast committee was represented at the morning tea by Lloyd Evans, 
Greg and Elizabeth Sylvester, Dennis and Cheryl Ward, and Paul Hague with 
Queensland manager of the Foundation Andrew Blucher joining them.

Special thanks to the Burleigh Bears Leagues Club and their general 
manager Daniel Brunt for their wonderful efforts in making the morning 
a success, especially Fiona Hughes and Mal Wells for their attention and 
service, and also to Dominique Loudon who covered the event for Nine Gold 
Coast news. 

If anyone knows of any other football widows residing on the Gold Coast could 
they please inform Lloyd Evans on 0439 979250 or Greg Sylvester on 0405 
558869 as we intend to make this a yearly event.

Mark Swain and Sharmin Gardiner may support different teams when it 
comes to State of Origin but one thing they can agree on is the great job the 
Men of League Foundation does in bringing the community together. Just 
married two weeks earlier, they are pictured with Gold Coast president Lloyd 
Evans collecting their $200 prize from the first State of Origin night held at 
Nerang RSL.

Guest speaker was 1973 Kangaroo and Queensland hooker in the inugural 
State of Origin match 40 years ago, John Lang. John was joined on the night 
by Ron Turner (Australian World Cup hooker) and Paul Charlton (Great Britain 
fullback). A big thank you goes to Nerang RSL for hosting the night.

ILLAWARRA
Gary Hart, secretary

After the COVID-19 disruption in March, plenty of work went into planning 
the resumption of Illawarra Rugby League competitions on 18 July. As 
anticipated many clubs were impacted and elected not to participate with 
Berkeley and Collegians withdrawing from all senior grade competitions 
and Port Kembla, Mt Kembla, Northern Suburbs and Windang also 
making the hard decision not to participate in the second division.

With only three clubs able to commit to a first grade competition, IDRL 
worked in consultation with NSWRL to accommodate Thirroul and 
Western Suburbs in the NSWRL President’s Cup which was made 
of teams from Ron Massey Cup, Newcastle Rugby League and other 
regional areas where local competitions were in hiatus. Helensburgh 
opted to join the Sydney Shield competition which required less travel. 
All three clubs competed very well against strong opposition and under 
testing circumstances with Thirroul and Wests narrowly missing finals 
and Helensburgh putting up a great fight in a semi-final play-off against 
Ryde-Eastwood, to narrowly miss out on a grand final berth.

Locally, without a first grade competition, IDRL conducted an open 
age competition, along with under-18s and second division. women’s 
competitions were also viable in open age, 18s and open Bluestag. 
Stingrays of Shellharbour beat Dapto in the women’s under-18s grand 
final, Wests then fought off a gallant Woonona-Bulli in the open Bluestag, 
before Helensburgh defeated Corrimal, pulling away late in the game 
in the opens. In the men’s competitions, Wests held off a determined 

challenge from Dapto to take the 18s title, Figtree Crushers marked 
a great return to the competition with a come-from-behind win over 
Wests in the second division and Thirroul prevailed over Avondale in a 
great tussle in the open age with the Greyhounds stepping into the senior 
competition ranks for the first time in 2020.

Players of the year - Open Age – James Schiller (Corrimal); Under-18s – 
Brandon Morkos (Thirroul); 2nd division – Bailey Wallace (Figtree); Open 
women – Annastacia Shum (Corrimal), Sharna Piccinelli (Helensburgh) 
and Jess Sergis (Helensburgh); Under 18 women – Olivia Vale (Corrimal).

Big thanks go to all Group 7 clubs and volunteers who made a 2020 
season possible with their commitment to the competition under an 
increased workload with COVID-19 protocols in place. The COVID-19 
modified campaign, which saw Gerringong claim their 20th premiership, 
was the only NSWRL competition to complete a season with its full 
complement of initial first grade sides – with Milton Ulladulla already 
committed to playing reserve grade. Group 7 officials and their whole 
team are proud of all clubs and officials for their effort in keeping the 
competition successful.

MORETON
Peter Affleck, president

After a period of COVID-19 hibernation, the Moreton committee held a 
highly successful Kick-Off Club luncheon at the Redcliffe Leagues Club 
on Friday 23 October. The groundwork led to a ‘full house’ being achieved 
a week prior to the event with the 140-audience enjoying a superb three-
course meal and being highly entertained by engrossing guest speakers. 

Tony Durkin, recently bestowed with life membership of the Foundation, 
brought his enthusiasm as MC and delved deep into the direction of 
the NRL’s Vodafone Warriors through their owner Mark Robinson. The 
audience was given a wonderful insight by Mark into the evolution of the 
club, particularly the transformation of the culture and the unity that was 
clearly evident during their difficult 2020 season.

Tony Murphy, CEO of Redcliffe Leagues Club, also gave an interesting 
overview of the Dolphins’ ‘next team’ pitch to the NRL and we can only 
hope that this extremely advanced club is given the green light.

The large raffle and auctioning of Johnathan Thurston memorabilia 
resulted in a significant profit for the Foundation on the day.

The committee now turns its focus to the increasingly popular annual 
golf event to be held at Redcliffe Golf Club on Friday 29 February. This 
day is not to be missed after being maxed out this year, so members are 
encouraged to get in early.

Ron Atkins (centre) at his 85th birthday celebrations at Broncos Leagues Club 
with  Cliff Coyle, Darryl Van de Velde; Ron’s nephew Terry Bell and John Tapp. 

Doubles joy ... Mark Swain and Sharmin Gardiner with president Lloyd Evans. 

Looking after the ladies ... Gold Coast commitee members with widows of legends.

Peter Affleck, Tony Durkin, Terry Webb, Mark Robinson, Wally Fullerton-Smith, 
Andrew Blucher and Zorro Robinson (front).

 Bob Jones, Tom Duggan, Tony Murphy and Trevor Day. 

 Jamie Rach and Wade Abbott from Betta Home Living.

COMMITTEE 
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It is also extremely pleasing to report that our young wellbeing recipient 
Riley Guy continues to recover from his Ewing’s Sarcoma bone cancer. 
Riley, nephew of league international Tony Currie, was initially supported 
by the Foundation in March 2019 at the age of 14 and he is now back riding 
his bike and has returned full time to school. All is looking good for a 
clearance in the first week of December which is great news. Riley, such 
a champion!

NORTH COAST
Peter Barrett, president

North Coast branch held a highly successful day at Coffs Harbour Race 
Club with 270 supporters in attendance on Derby Day (31 October).These 
photos of our guest speakers, which president Peter Barrett greatly 
appreciated attending, and who were supported by comedy duo of Jerry 
Dino kept the crowd amused.

NORTHERN RIVERS
Tony Maluta, committee member
As we all know it has been a trying time as wellbeing officers this year with the 
COVID-19 restrictions, even though here up north has had very few cases.

This year we have been continuing to assist Chris Caruana, the former North 
Sydney Bears player after he was involved in a car accident and nearly lost 
both his legs. Chris as he has been freely spoken about in the past that he 
suffers from a personality order (The Australian, 27 May). 

Chris contacted Phil Chesham (Northern Rivers president) not so long ago to 
give him an update on his recovery. Chris is now living in a unit in East Ballina 
and is walking with the aid of a wheelie-walker and is attending rehab on a 
regular basis.

We have also been keeping in touch with Peter Marshal who has recently had 
to have a leg amputated. Due to COVID-19 and hospital restrictions we had not 
been abkle to visit him until November 19. Peter is looking for a permanent 
residence, whilst living with his brother-in-law, and had two weeks in Ballina 
Rehab Hospital.

We have donated a mobility scooter to George Hoskins, of Ballina, who has 
enjoyed a new lease on life with the ease of being able to get out and about on 
it.  From all the members at the Northern Rivers committee, we would like to 
pass on our best wishes to all for Christmas and a safe and Happy New Year.

NORTHERN SYDNEY
Trevor Bailey, president and Ken Vessey, wellbeing officer

This has been an extraordinary year for everyone, especially those of us who 
haven’t been able to carry out any of our planned fundraising events. This has 
put a huge hole in our budget, and in turn, has hampered our efforts on the 
wellbeing front. So, I urge those who haven’t renewed their membership to 
do so, to help us to help those in need.

The visits to hospitals, nursing homes and private residences by our wellbeing 
officers have been curtailed by the coronavirus. However we, like others, have 
been undertaking virtual visits through the phone calls, emails and video calls 
to many of our clients and this has proven to be successful.

We have actively participated in the fortnightly Zoom conference call for 
wellbeing officers hosted by our national wellbeing lead Roxanne Moates. 
These calls are popular with about 20 wellbeing officers in NSW and 
Queensland, involving a lot of discussion on a variety of topics and issues 
which we are able to resolve issues together. We thoroughly recommend all 
other wellbeing officers to join in, every second Wednesday at 4pm.

COVID-19 struck our popular wellbeing officer Fred Jackson and his lovely wife 
Julie while cruising on the Ruby Princess. They both went through a stressful time 
and are slowly recovering. We send them our continued best wishes.

Ken Vessey and Fred Jackson accepted a kind invitation from host Stephen 
Sim to take part on his two-hour show on Northside Radio FM 99.3, where we 
were given an opportunity to speak to his large listening audience about the 
Men of League Foundation’s work and our activities and achievements.

Sadly, we wish to acknowledge the recent deaths of Noel Kelly, OAM, Graeme 
Knox, Barry Cross, Brian Springall and the Honourable John Fahey, AC.

The passing of Noel Kelly has resulted in the appointment of Neil Whittaker 
and John Gray as joint patrons. Both have been involved with the Foundation 
for many years. 

Neil, who played his junior football at Crookwell and later in Cairns and 
Ingham, played 118 first grade games as hooker for Balmain Tigers (two years 
as captain), became Tigers chairman and CEO of the ARL and NSWRL and 
first CEO of the NRL in 1998. John, an English dual international who turned 
professional with Wigan after switching from rugby union, arrived in Sydney 
on Good Friday 1975 to play with North Sydney. After three seasons as a Bear he 
joined Manly before returning to North Sydney in 1981. He played 205 first grade 
games in Australia and England and was the 1982 Dally M hooker of the year.

ROMA
Owen Lingard, president

The Roma committee held a most enjoyable and successful golf day 
on Saturday 17 October at the Roma Golf club. As president, I welcomed all 
guests, including around 100 golfers. I spoke about what our mission was and 
gave a couple examples of what we do in the wellbeing space. Committee 
member Patrick Mawn spoke about the importance of becoming a member 
of the Foundation so we can continue to assist those in need.

Former South Sydney prop and committee member Charlie Frith was in 
attendance and was to be interviewed by myself. The tables were turned 
and I was set up by Charlie and committee members Jason Coonan and 
Lyle Cherry. 

Charlie and Jason interviewed me on my time in rugby league and with 
the Men of League Foundation. Charlie and Jason had a lot of secret 
stories about me which the crowd enjoyed and the video played received 
many comments on Facebook.

A big thank goes to Darryl Harland who was our auctioneer with high 
quality selling of memorabilia and crayfish. The memorabilia consisted 
of a Queensland State of Origin football signed by Kevin Walters, a signed 
football from the Canterbury Bulldogs and a signed jersey from the 
Melbourne Storm.  

Two night’s accommodation in Brisbane for two, donated by Oakwood 
Hotels and Apartments, received some competitive bidding. Special 

thanks go to president of our Melbourne committee Peter Foreman 
for securing the jersey for our auction. All items raised a considerable 
amount of money for the Foundation.  

The highlight of the day was the crayfish races which were auctioned off 
at exceptional prices. The winner was number eight ‘Bluey’ purchased 
by David Hornick who travelled from out of town to support the day. All 
crayfish were released back into a secret water hole so they can be used 
as breeding stock for next year. The multi-draw was again popular with 
20 prizes, as was the cash draw.

Thank you to committee members who sold tickets in the draws and a 
big thank you to the ladies on our committee Renae Lingard, Julie Walton 
and Julie’s daughter Georgia who worked tirelessly throughout the day. 
Lyle and Clare Cherry were a tremendous help in always promoting the 
event and getting the sponsors on board. Twenty-eight memberships 
were signed up on the day. Our committee would like to acknowledge 
the ongoing support of our event sponsors and hole sponsors who have 
graciously assisted us with our fundraising.

The local rugby league clubs were there in force with teams from the 
Redbulls, Mitchell Magpies, Cites Wandoan, Wild Cats and Wattles old 
boys. Special thanks go to Steve Outen, vice-president of the Roma 
committee, and the Roma Golf Club for organising the day.

SOUTHERN SYDNEY
Bruce Thompson, secretary

The Southern Sydney committee backed up a most successful Kick-Off 
Club function in August with an even more successful one in November.

Some 75 guests converged on JD’s Bar and Grill at Cronulla to enjoy 
each other’s company and to listen to two outstanding members of the 
sporting community, Luke Lewis and Dr Martin Raftery.

Luke was taken through his outstanding career with Penrith and Cronulla 
and his time in various representative sides. One of only 40 players in 
history to play more than 300 games (361 in total including rep matches), 
his openness on some highs and lows in his career had the audience in 
the palm of his hand. He was so generous with his time – an outstanding 
representative of the rugby league community.

Dr Martin Raftery played 51 games with Cronulla in the 1970s but is 
probably best known for his career in sports medicine which includes 
16 years as club doctor at the Dragons followed by lengthy stints as 
Wallabies doctor and more recently as the chief medical officer for World 
Rugby. His insights into the various issues confronting contact sport was 
well worth listening to. He is considered one of the experts in his field and 
to have him speak to the group was something special.

The audience contained many luminaries, including Steve Mortimer, 
Johnny Riley, John Peard, Gavin Miller and recently retired Dragons 
Jeremy Latimore and Jason Nightingale.

CEO of the Men of League Foundation, Steven Lowndes, also attended 
and spoke to the group, thanking them for their support.

President Terry Hughes told the group to keep an eye out for our 2021 
functions and to please all have a happy and safe Christmas!

SYDNEY METRO
Brad Ryder, publicity officer

Our committee has now been in existence for 10 years, having been 
formed on Monday 27 September 2010 at the Evening Star Hotel, Surry 
Hills. Up until the end of 2019 we have had 18 successful luncheons, held 
mainly at Souths Juniors, Kingsford. 

The 19th luncheon scheduled for Friday 20 March was re-scheduled for 
Friday 25 September, and unfortunately had to be cancelled again due 
to the COVID-19 crisis. This was the ‘20 Years since 2000’ theme with 
guest speakers NRL chairman Peter V’Landys, Sydney 2000 Olympics 
mastermind Rod McGeoch, comedian, cricketer and entertainer Greg 
Richie and 2000 grand finalists Anthony Minichiello, Wendell Sailor and 
Lote Tuqiri (who also played in Souths’ unforgettable 2014 triumph to 
claim the club’s 21st premiership). 

Our committee is confident it will go ahead sometime in April 2021. We 
wish all Men of League members and committees a Merry Christmas 
and a happier New Year! 

We also have a new committee member in former Easts, Newtown and NSW 
player 1960-70 Bob Keyes, who is passionate about the Foundation’s work.

TOOWOOMBA
Andrew Blucher, Queensland state manager  

It is particularly impressive that local rugby league identity Peter 
McKinnon would put up his hand early in the year to organise the 
inaugural Dalby Men of League Foundation golf day.  

Peter, ably assisted by Ben O’Callaghan, Kerry Murphy and Tony Nobbs, 
ran a terrific event on Friday 13 November at Dalby Golf Club. 

The local Dalby business community rallied, with a field of 100 on the day, 
an outstanding result given this was their first event. 

Local boy and former Maroons State of Origin star Carl Webb returned to 
Dalby as a special guest, chatting with MC Gerard Sankey at the post-golf 
function. Carl, who was diagnosed with motor neurone disease early this 
year, spoke of the wonderful support he’s received from the Foundation, 
most notably national wellbeing lead Roxanne Moates, with whom he’s 
been working closely.

The Dalby event was run under the umbrella of the Toowoomba 
committee. A big thank you goes to Toowoomba president Tony Coonan 
and his committee, including John and Joan McDonald, Peter and Judy 
Young, Andrew O’Brien and Peter Rookas, who were all actively involved 
on the day.        

Pleasingly, a golf day in Dalby will be a regular annual event on the Men of 
League calendar.   

TWEED DISTRICT
GRAHAM ‘Scoop’ Callaghan was shocked when he was announced as the 
winner of the 2020 John Strong Community Award at the Tweed District 
committee’s annual bowls day. The prestigious award was instituted three 
years ago to honour the former hard-working president.

Callaghan was speechless and was taking notes while Neil ‘Bing’ Pringle was 
reading a list of qualifications before he announced the winner. Callaghan, 
who has been the publicity officer for five years, said he didn’t even know he 
had been nominated. John Strong’s two children Rebecca and Michael made 
the award saying they were sure their dad would be pleased to see Scoop’s 
name on his shield.

“I was a close long-time friend of John Strong and knew him well when 
he was president of Bilambil Rugby League club and I was an inquisitive 
reporter,” Callaghan said. ‘Anyhow, telling the many virtues of Strongy is 

Max Munro, Harvey Wright and Hayden Doyle getting into the spirit of the day.

The Super Teds  - winners of best dressed team award.

The panel ... (from left) Paul Clarke, Terry Randall, Steve Carter and Phil Sigsworth. 
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only preaching to the converted. Indeed I am deeply honoured and humbled 
to receive this award.” Pringle said Callaghan was a tireless worker for the 
Tweed-based organisation and made endless calls to visit those in need and 
the required follow ups.

“He also has a long history working in surf life saving and for various football 
clubs,” said Pringle. “This award is to bring members of the community 
together where mates and friends support each other.  

“There are a lot of problems out there in the community and many of the 
problems have to do with mental health where mateship and support is 
desperately needed. Our winner today ticks all these boxes and is known for 
helping others.”

Committee chairman Greg Hodge said his mate Scoop beat a strong list 
of nominations to win the award and thanked nominees for ensuring the 
success of the day.

“It’s really great to see the women again at our bowls day and former foot-
ballers like Dolly McLean, Bing Pringle, John Crawford, Peter Ryan and Greg 
Bandiera supporting our movement,” Hodge said. “The Coolangatta Bowls 
Club has looked after us for at least 10 years and this has been one of our 
better days with almost two greens filled and our generous sponsors have 
given us many quality prizes.

TOWNSVILLE
Barry Buchanan, publicity officer 

This year’s major raffle of 20 seats in a catered section at the Cowboys v 
Penrith NRL game on 18 September was won by Greg Flegler from Tully. 
His guests from Tully and Townsville shared the area with Cowboys Old 
Boys, the common factor being Craig Teitzel.  Although travel during 
COVID-19 kept Old Boys’ numbers down, Andrew ‘Pudd’ Whittington still 
made it from the Gold Coast. Thanks again to Cowboys for their most 
valued support.

Our executive committee should be congratulated on raising over $4000 
in 15 days by selling tickets over the phone and by email due to COVID-19 
restrictions. The Men of League Foundation is struggling financially but 
they still found it in their hearts to approve an application to assist in the 
payment of medical treatment for local cancer patient Daniel Ryland to 
get him back on his feet and return to work.

Our AGM was held on 23 October at the Riverview Tavern. With the 
sad loss of our patron Joe Goicoechea, it was important that our new 
patron has the same passion as Joe did for the Foundation and the 
game of rugby league. That person is Arthur McMahon, a well-known 
Townsville identity who has served on our committee for over 10 years. 
Congratulations Arthur.

Our guest speaker for the Kick-Off Club that followed was Todd Wilson, 
coach of the Kirwan High School Bears team which have won the title 
of best secondary schools rugby league side in Australia for 2019 and 
2020. Todd was born in Cronulla but didn’t start playing the game until his 
family moved to Beaudesert. After another move, he played for Ayr Colts 

in his late teens before attending James Cook University when he made 
his first grade debut for University Saints under coach Brian Fitzsimmons. 
(That’s when Fitzy ran Tattersalls Hotel, now Molly Malones. Oh boy!).

After being transferred around as a teacher, playing in the Herbert River 
competition and for Charters Towers, he returned to Townsville to start 
his coaching career. He was assistant coach to Grant Bell when Cowboys 
Young Guns won the Queensland competition in 2005. He was Cowboys 
under-20s coach for three years before he was employed by Kirwan High 
where has been part of the Bears’ program since.  

At the Cowboys he has fond memories of coaching a big Fijian boy when 
he first arrived in Australia. His name was Viliame Kikau. He remembers 
‘Villi’ gave away a lot of penalties and was often put on report. Some 
things don’t change. Thanks to Todd for an entertaining interview and to 
the Lillywhite Hotel Group and Great Northern (CUB) for their support of 
an enjoyable evening.

Keep on caring for the rugby league community.

WESTERN SYDNEY
Kylie Murphy, media officer

Western Sydney committee’s annual ‘Chad Robinson Perpetual Shield’ 
Golf Day was held at Cabramatta Golf Club in October. 

With the postponement of all events earlier this year due to the pandemic, 
now with COVID-19 safe procedures in place, it was wonderful to be 
able to catch up, have a game of golf and raise funds for Men of League 
Foundation. A big thank you goes out to our sponsors, supporters and 
special rugby league guests Paul Langmack, Geoff Gerard, Terry Lamb, 
Gavin Miller, Stuart Raper, Brett Clarke, Eddie Flahey, Ted Sulkowicz, 
Jeremy Lillis, Jared Farlow, Gareth Holmes and Chris Yates, just to name 
a few.

Lastly thank you to our Western Sydney committee members for all their 
hard work and to everyone who attended on the day.

Guest speaker Todd Wilson, coach of the Kirwan High Schools Bears, with 
wellbeing officers Natalie Turner (left) and Helen Sugars.

Secretary Garry O’Donnell and Bulldogs legend Terry Lamb.

Gavin Miller (right) with some of the day’s competitors.

REMEMBERING
THOSE NOW
GONE

PETER BELL
The Collegians (Wollongong) club lost a true legend with the sudden 
passing of Peter Bell, aged 74. Peter was a tough, no-nonsense goal-
kicking front-rower who started with the club’s junior ranks before 
progressing to the senior grade in 1965. In 1966 he played in Collegians’ 
narrow grand final loss to Dapto before being part of Kevin Smyth’s 
maiden first grade premiership winning side the following year that beat 
Port Kembla 12-4 in the grand final. 

Peter also had a stint a Murwillumbah as captain-coach before returning 
to Collegians to finish his career. He also loved golf and cricket, playing 
off a single figure handicap for many years and competing at first 
grade level for Warrawong Cricket Club where he was a handy opening 
batsman. He loved nothing more than following the mighty ‘Collie Dogs’ 
and enjoying a great rapport with many the players while being a regular 
at training sessions and attending most games. Peter is survived by his 
wife Margaret, children and grandchildren.

RAY BLACKLOCK
Former Penrith, Newtown and Canberra winger Ray Blacklock has 
passed away at age 65 after a long battle with health issues including 
Multi System Atrophy (MSA) type C, a rare neurological disorder.

The flashy centre-winger nicknamed ‘Boondi’ captained Penrith’s first 
premiership winning side, the under-23s of 1978 and went on to play for 
Newtown in the 1981 grand final lost to Parramatta, alongside fellow 
indigenous flyer John ‘Chicka’ Ferguson. He also played for Canberra 
Raiders, compiling 87 first grade games across the three clubs.

He was the uncle of former St George Illawarra try-scoring whiz 
Nathan Blacklock. Men of League combined with Ray’s former Penrith 
teammates to organise a major fund-raiser in 2015, which attracted 
around 800 people such was his popularity.

JACK DANZEY
The former respected first grade player and referee passed away on 
31 August, aged 81. The clever five-eighth/centre originally played with 
Newtown, coming through the juniors and lower grades before debuting 
in first debut in 1960 when he was 21.

As a high school PE teacher, he was posted to Narrandera the next year 
and played for the local team (on a £400 transfer) before returning to 
Sydney and being picked up by Balmain for the same fee. In four seasons 
at Leichhardt, he played 50 first grade games, including the 1964 grand 
final against St George, avenging that loss a year later in reserve grade.

After joining second division club Cronulla-Sutherland in 1966, he was an 
inaugural Shark when they joined Penrith in the top league in ’67, going 
on to play 25 first grade games in two seasons, taking his first grade 
appearances to 82 (eight tries, 18 goals and two field goals).

He soon after took up refereeing in the Newtown juniors, was promoted 
to the senior ranks in 1973 and was elevated to first grade the same 
season and remained in the top ranks for a decade. He suffered a heart 
attack after officiating the Canterbury-St. George match at Belmore on 
Easter Monday in 1983 and hung up the whistle after controlling 178 first 
grade games. He was appointed referees coordinator for the NSWRL in 
February 1984 while continuing as a popular school teacher.

LES DENNISS
Once named the fastest player in Illawarra football (in 1964), the 
speedster who could play anywhere in the backline debuted for Corrimal 
at age 19. In nine seasons with Corrimal, he played over 100 first grade 
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games and scored more than 100 tries, winning a premiership in 
1974 as the competition’s leading try-scorer with 14.

South Sydney paid a £200 transfer fee to Corrimal and he spent the 
1965 and 1966 seasons at Redfern, playing 41 lower grade games 
including the 1966 third grade grand final against St George. In 
1967, he returned to Illawarra where he had the next four seasons 
with the Collegians club before heading back to Corrimal where a 
second grand final appearance eventuated in 1976.

A long-term member of the Towradgi Surf Life Saving Club, Les 
was one of Australia’s best beach sprinters and beach flags 
exponents, winning the 1967 NSW beach sprint title, while in 1970 
at Bulli Beach he won five Illawarra branch titles. In 1968, he 
finished third in the Australian Beach Sprint Championship and 
was second in the Australian beach flags in 1967 and third in 1969. 
He was also a professional runner who took the North Sydney 
Leagues Club Gift in 1966 and 1975 and finished sixth in the final of 
the rich Lavington gift in 1973.

RAY DICKERSON 
Ray passed away on the 22 September, aged 77. After attending 
school in Orange, Ray moved to Sydney in the early 1960s to work 
at the Registrar General’s Department and played rugby league 
for the RGO Department in The Domain at lunch time in the Sydney 
Business Houses, Public Service, Banks and Local Councils 
competition which included many first graders.

On weekends, Ray played in the Eastern Suburbs competition 
for Easts Catholic Club. A staunch Rabbitohs supporter, he had a 
wonderful surprise when Souths legend Bob McCarthy and Men of 
League Foundation’s wellbeing officer Warren Thompson visited 
him in his Concord West home. 

TERRY DICKSON
Terry, who was the first president of the Foundation’s Far South 
Coast committee, passed away peacefully surrounded by family on 
19 October. 

After teaching at Sylvania, Kirrawee and Sutherland North in 
Sydney, he took the role of principal at Tathra Public School in 
1981, a position he held for many years. Terry had three great 
loves: rugby league (in particular Cronulla Sharks and Tathra Sea 
Eagles), helping others and most of all his family. 

Terry had a great involvement in schoolboy rugby league at many 
levels and cherished the memory of winning the Westmont Shield 
during his time at Tathra. He was an obvious choice as president 
of the Far South Coast committee, with his genuine empathy for 
others, sense of humour and loyalty. Many strong friendships were 
built during his time in the position and he was also instrumental 
in the rebirth of the Tathra Rugby League club, holding a number 
of positions, including president. 

Tathra and Candelo-Bemboka play for the Terry Dickson Shield 
each year, which is testament of the respect he holds. Terry is 
survived by wife Julie, daughters Jodi, Kim and Leanne, their 
partners and children. 

LAURIE FAGAN
The former NSW, Balmain and Penrith halfback has passed 
away, aged 79. The Tigers junior established himself as one of the 
game’s best scrum feeders in the 1960s, winning the 1962 Sun-
Herald Player of the Year Award and playing two games for NSW.

Balmain reached the 1964 grand final although Fagan missed the 
game through injury but led the Tigers reserves to a premiership 

a year later against St George. He reached the century of first-
grade matches for Balmain in 1966 before taking up an offer to be 
a foundation Penrith Panther in ’67, scoring two tries in their first 
match, a 15-12 loss to Canterbury at Belmore, his first making him 
Penrith’s first top grade try-scorer. 

He played 77 first grade games in his four seasons with the 
Panthers, taking his career tally to 175 over 12 seasons.

He then moved into Sydney’s second division as captain-coach 
of Ryde-Eastwood for two seasons before guiding the Hawks to 
premierships in 1972-73 as non-playing coach. In 2008, he was 
inducted into the Balmain Tigers Hall of Fame. Laurie and his wife 
Dorothy were married for almost 56 years.

BARRY GLASS
A front-rower of the old school, Barry Glass passed away on 25 
September after a year-long battle with throat cancer. He was 67. 
‘Glassy’ was a tough, hard running prop who didn’t mind mixing it 
with any player regardless of their size or reputation.

He began his junior football with West Tamworth in 1970, moved to 
Woolgoolga in 1973 where he played for two years before moving 
home to join North Tamworth club. He represented Group 4, 
Northern Division and was selected in the Country Seconds side 
in 1976. Barry received offers from a couple of Sydney clubs and 
trialled with St George. However, city life wasn’t for him and he 
returned to the bush, settling in Ballina in 1978. He was a member 
of the Ballina premiership team in 1982.

 After football, Barry immersed himself in his other passion - 
motor sports. He also travelled extensively, competing in water 
ski racing, towing his sons Jay and Ben, who were also involved in 
speedway racing.

JOHN GOODMAN
RETIRED school principal John Goodman, who devoted his life 
to teaching, passed away in September in John Flynn Hospital, 
Tugun, aged 92, following a stroke. He had had a fall requiring a 
knee replacement and also a prostate procedure. He is survived by 
wife Betty and daughters Leanne, Shauna and Danielle.

John retired as principal at Burleigh Heads Primary School after 
teaching for 44 years at many schools from Atherton through to 
Burleigh Heads and said teaching girls and boys to play rugby 
league was one of his favourite times. “In 1956 he was sent to 
Dajarra, at the end of the train track, and the indigenous children 
had never held at football,” said Shauna. “Dad said they were just 
naturals, quickly learning the game and beating the big schools 
from Cloncurry and Mt Isa. He was very proud.”

CLARRIE JEFFRIES
Long-term Newtown hooker Clarrie Jeffreys stands second in the 
club’s all-grade appearances list with 242 (94 in first grade) in 13 
seasons with the Bluebags from 1956-68, placing him behind only 
former Test hardman Frank ‘Bumper’ Farrell.

The Balmain junior played three seasons with the Tigers (23 first 
grade games) before switching to Henson Park where he became 
an iconic club figure. 

He coached the Newtown reserve grade side for several seasons, 
winning the premiership in 1970. For three seasons from 1974, 
he was Newtown’s first grade coach before later joining their 
committee. He was 88 when he passed away in late August.

WARREN KIMBERLEY
Warren Kimberley, a revered stalwart of NSW Country rugby 
league, started his league playing days with the Wauchope Blues 
club in 1954 as a 15-year-old in Group 3’s under-18 competition, 
winning three premierships in the next four seasons. He went on to 
play 160 grade games for the club before coaching reserve grade 
then becoming the Blues’ secretary and later president.

Warren became treasurer of North Coast Division before being 
elected president. His success saw him recruited to Country Rugby 
League’s management committee which led him to the role of CRL 
president from 2000 to 2008. He also held a position on the New 
South Wales Rugby League’s finance committee. In more recent 
years he was a committee member of the Foundation’s Mid North 
Coast committee.

He was awarded life membership of NSW Rugby League, Country 
Rugby League, North Coast Division, Group 3 Rugby League and 
Wauchope District RLFC in tribute to his six decades involved in the 
game. Warren died at age 81 in late July.

WARREN LALOR
A front-rower in Chelsea United’s premiership winning teams in 
the South Sydney competition, Ron was a long-time member of 
Men of League Foundation. He had not been well for the past few 
years and Chelsea Old Mates and Men of League mates were in 
regular contact. 

Known for his immaculate dress sense, Ron impressed people 
wherever he went in his role at running events with his pale blue 
blazer, black slacks and highly polished black shoes. He was 
highly respected by professional runners due to his many years as 
the official starter for the NSW Athletic League. League flyers like 
Ken Irvine, Mike Cleary, Nick Yakich, Reg Hatton and Dave Irvine 
were under his watchful eye in races held in NSW, Queensland and 
Victoria. 

His family moved to the Central Coast and Ron become an official 
with the Umina Bunnies which was the natural progression 
with their colours being red and green, the same as his beloved 
Rabbitohs. He passed away at age 88. 

BRIAN PHELAN
One of Allora’s popular heroes in Queensland’s Darling Downs, 
Brian Phelan was 86 when he passed away on 30 April. He had 
been inducted into the Allora Sports Museum’s Hall of Fame in 
1998 and will be remembered for his famous kick and his worn-
out boots. A legend of Allora and Warwick District Rugby League, 
his history-making goal-kick gave Allora victory over Pittsworth 
in the St George Cup final of 1961 will long be recalled. His unkept 
worn-out boots were among the first items in the sports museum, 
which has become one of the best regional sports museums in the 
country due to the work of men like Max and Brian Phelan.

BILL ROBINSON
Bill ‘Brooksie’ Robinson passed away in October at 71 years of 
age after a long battle with oesophagus cancer. ‘Brooksie’ was a 
member of the Illawarra committee for nine years, his last year as 
vice-president. He was a great worker for the Foundation, amazing 
fellow committee members with his ability to organise functions 
and procure sponsorship and prizes for raffles at events. 

Despite being hindered for some time through his illness he was 
always reliable, punctual and performed his role well. Brooksie 

was also a passionate supporter of the South Sydney Rabbitohs 
and was an active member of the South Sydney ‘Burrow’.

RAYMOND SMALL
Goondiwindi Rugby League identity Raymond ‘Ticka’ Small 
passed away on 2 October, aged 71. He had a wonderful rugby 
league career as a gifted halfback, starting in 1963 as a spritely 
14-year-old for the Goondiwindi Magpies. He joined the newly 
formed McIntyre Club, playing under-18s and senior grades and 
represented Group 5. He also played for Tweed Heads Seagulls 
and Mount Isa with the famous Daisy brothers, Vern and Frank. 

‘Ticka’ coached Goondiwindi in 1974-1975, plus Inglewood Roosters 
and Charleville Railways. Men of League supplied him with a 
bowling apparatus to assist with his lawn bowling after he lost his 
leg due to diabetes, enabling him to represent Queensland in its 
disabled side.

JOHN STANFORD 
John ‘Cheese’ Stanford played more than 150 games for Thirroul 
as a lock, second row and five-eighth after moving to the area from 
Condobolin, playing in the 1972 and 1975 first grade grand final 
teams and the 1974 reserve grade premiers.

He coached and managed many Thirroul junior teams, also acting 
as a selector and committee member for several years. A great 
clubman, he was made a life member and his legacy is that his 
grandchildren have also played for the Butchers. He died at age 74.

Raymand Small

Warren Kimblerley
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ANDREW O’BRIEN
I have been involved in rugby league for many years and two 
decades ago, I had the privilege of being president of the Tully 
Rugby League Club which recently invited all previous presidents 
to view the community’s new grandstand.

I did not know what I was expecting but this was a ‘Build it and 
they will come’ moment. This was a mirage in the middle of rugby 
league heartland. The grandstand is not much smaller than 
that at the Clive Berghofer Stadium in Toowoomba and matches 
everything the Sunshine Coast Stadium has to offer. 

State of the art facilities that are compliant from everything from 
easy disability use, gender friendly dressing facilities and volunteer 
friendly catering facilities which enables volunteers to watch the 
footy while selling Chiko rolls. 

The stadium has excellent COVID-19 compliant conference 
facilities and with state of the art video conferencing equipment. 

The last census in 2016 recorded that Tully’s population was 
around 3000 people. The Cassowary Coast council region ranges 
from Babinda to Cardwell and has an estimate of 34,000 people, 
so the comparison with facilities at Toowoomba and the Sunshine 
Coast is mindboggling. 

It’s location is between Cairns and Townsville, perfectly placed 
for visitors to enjoy this facility and the beautiful Great Barrier 
Reef beaches such as Mission Beach and Hinchinbrook and Dunk 
islands.  

Cassowary Coast deputy mayor and former Tully Tigers president 
Barry Barnes said: “The facility is an appetite to entice major 
games. The council are committed to further improving the 
surrounds with upgrades of the fields and other structures 
to attract participants. The facility was badly needed after the 
90-year-old grandstand was condemned a number of years ago 
and the state and federal governments agreed. Together with four 
sporting bodies, Tully senior and junior rugby leagues, Tully touch 
association and the local show society committee, we achieved a 
building all people in Queensland can be proud of.” 

The deputy mayor was especially proud of the appeal for female 
sports. The amenities are specifically catered for them with 
partitioned cubicles and extra pedestals. “The evolvement of 
female participated sports and equivalent structures is long 
overdue,” he said. 

Tully Tigers senior president Anthony Emmi said: “No longer 
could small communities not be attractive for participation in all 
sports. Tully and surrounds are rugby league mad and this Field of 
Dreams facility will be the pride and joy of club and the community 
as a whole.”  

TULLY’S FIELD OF 
DREAMS

Step 1: Add new member details (Fill in & tick below)

 Mr    Mrs    Ms    Miss   Email:

First name: Mobile: Phone:

Last name: DOB:

Address Line 1: Favourite NRL team:

Address Line 2: Favourite State of Origin team:

Step 2: Select your membership package (Tick below)

Bronze $25 Silver $60 Gold $125 Corporate $1,000 Junior (16 & under) $25 

Step 5: Payment (Fill in & tick below)

 Cash           Cheque          Credit Card          Total owing:

Card number: Expiry date:

Cardholder’s name: Signature:

Automatic Payment Plan: The Men of League Foundation want to make the process of renewing your annual membership simpler. We will continue to renew your 
membership in February of each year automatically until you choose to opt out. You will be added to the Automatic Payment Plan when you join via credit card or bank 
transfer. See menofleague.com for Automatic Payment Plan terms & conditions. 

Privacy Policy: By entering and submitting your details via this application, you consent to the collection, use and disclosure of your personal information as described 
in our Privacy Policy at menofleague.com/privacy-policy. By completing this application, you are applying to be a non-voting member of Men of League Foundation 
Limited. The Men of League Foundation Limited is a non-profit company limited by guarantee. On winding up of the Company, each member’s liability is limited to A$10 per 
membership. A copy of our Constitution and our Membership Terms & Conditions can be found on our web site www.menofleague.com.

Sign up online at menofleague.com/membership

2021 Membership Application Form

Need help? Call 02 8756 7190 or email membership@menofleague.com
Return this completed form to: Men of League Foundation, PO Box 7049, Silverwater NSW 2128

Category Membership 
Card

Keyring Bumber 
Sticker

3 digital magazines 
per year

Exclusive members 
emails & offers

Stubby 
Holder

Members Cap or
Polo (see Step 4)

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Corporate X 3 X 3 X 3 X 10 (printed) X 3 X 3

Junior Junior Rugby League Football Drawstring Kit Bag

State: Postcode:Suburb:

I DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE ANY MEMBERSHIP MERCHANDISE

Step 3: Magazine Postage (Tick below)

 YES, please post my magazine for an additional $15  NO, I wish to receive my magazine via email

Step 4: Donation and Gold Member Merchandise (Tick below)

 YES, I would like to make an additional donation:

         $10    $20    $50    $100   other   __________

 Cap 

 Polo – Size (SML-5XL) _______
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